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Few issues in securities law have excited the popular imagination and generated scholarly interest like insider trading. Yet, a simple but foundational question about insider trading law has received relatively little scholarly attention: Does insider trading law actually influence the amount of insider trading that occurs? This Article tackles this question in the context of one of the highest-profile changes in insider trading law in decades — the Second Circuit’s seminal 2014 decision in United States v. Newman, which substantially weakened insider trading law concerning so-called “tippee” liability. The Article’s empirical approach exploits Newman’s change in law to evaluate the effects of changes in insider trading law on insider trading. The Article focuses on insider trading in advance of mergers announced in periods before and after Newman and, for its measure of the extent of insider trading, uses the run-up in the stock price of the merger target in advance of the merger’s public announcement. Based on that measure, the Article finds that Newman had a dramatic effect on insider trading, with significantly greater insider trading occurring after Newman than before, thereby providing strong empirical evidence that insider trading is responsive to changes in insider trading law. The Article provides the first empirical analysis of whether a specific judicial change in insider trading law can influence the amount of insider trading beyond just the trading of corporate insiders. The Article’s empirical findings advance
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our understanding of the functioning of securities law and inform important policy debates concerning insider trading.
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INTRODUCTION

A number of important questions animate scholarly discussion of insider trading law. Is insider trading socially harmful or beneficial? Should insider trading be proscribed by law or be subject to private ordering? How far should insider trading law sweep? Should there be a federal insider trading statute? Despite the extensive scholarship on insider trading, relatively little scholarly attention has been directed to a basic but fundamental question underlying insider trading law: Does insider trading law actually affect the amount of insider trading that occurs? This Article’s objective is to empirically analyze that central question. It does so by leveraging a change in insider trading law that occurred in 2014 when the Second Circuit issued its seminal decision in United States v. Newman, which substantially limited the scope of insider trading liability in the so-called “tipping” context.

In 2009, the United States, primarily through the Department of Justice’s (“DOJ”) Southern District of New York office, commenced a wide-scale and well-publicized crackdown on insider trading. Those efforts targeted insider trading by hedge fund professionals and other sophisticated traders, who were considered by many to routinely trade on material, non-public information in violation of securities law. As part of that crackdown, the DOJ brought dozens of criminal insider trading cases against Wall Street professionals, many of which resulted in multiyear prison sentences. The Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) was also heavily involved and used civil actions and administrative proceedings to impose substantial civil liability on Wall Street professionals and others.

The government’s insider trading cases were predicated in large part on a theory of tipper-tippee liability. This legal theory of insider trading concerns the circumstances in which some party with a duty to not disclose confidential information, such as a corporate insider (the “tipper”), nonetheless discloses confidential, material information to another party (the “tippee”), who then trades on the basis of that information. The bulk of the defendants in the government’s cases were

5 773 F.3d 438 (2d Cir. 2014).
tippees, sometimes remote tippees who were many steps removed from
the original source of the confidential information.

The law of tippee liability remained relatively unchanged during the
first five years of the government’s crackdown of insider trading. That
all changed in December 2014, when the Second Circuit upended
insider trading law and issued Newman, a decision in which the Second
Circuit — a court sometimes referred to as the “Mother Court” of
securities law — imposed significant limitations on the scope of tippee
liability. Newman was a direct response to the Second Circuit panel’s
perception of prosecutorial overreach and marked a sea change in
insider trading law. The decision significantly curtailed the
government’s ability to prosecute tippees, especially remote tippees
such as the defendants in Newman.

In addition to its doctrinal importance, Newman provides an ideal
mechanism with which to empirically evaluate whether changes in
insider trading law generate changes in insider trading. First, because
insider trading law as it relates to tippee liability remained largely
unchanged in the period leading up to Newman and the period
immediately after Newman, Newman lends itself to an empirically sound
analysis of the law’s effect on insider trading by comparing the extent of
insider trading before and after Newman. Second, because of subsequent
legal developments, the law of tippee liability changed again, nearly
seven months after Newman. In July 2015, the Ninth Circuit issued its
decision in United States v. Salman, in which it refused to adopt
Newman and created a circuit split on the scope of tippee liability that
the Supreme Court would ultimately resolve. The Ninth Circuit’s
decision provides a natural endpoint with which to evaluate Newman’s
effect on insider trading but also is itself amenable to empirical analysis,
such as a determination of whether the Ninth Circuit’s decision exerted
a mitigating influence on Newman’s effect on insider trading.

This Article’s empirical methodology takes advantage of the fact that
while insider trading generally cannot be directly observed, other
observable measures serve as good reflections of it. As its measure of
insider trading, this Article uses the run-up in the stock price of merger
targets in advance of merger announcements. The run-up is formally

---

6 See Blue Chip Stamps v. Manor Drug Stores, 421 U.S. 723, 762 (1975)
(Blackmun, J., dissenting).
7 792 F.3d 1087 (9th Cir. 2015).
9 The Article uses the term “mergers” throughout as a generic reference to the more
general category of deals involving both business combinations and complete
acquisitions of a company’s stock. See infra Part II.A.
calculated using event study methodology. The basic idea is that if there is insider trading in the stock of a merger target in advance of the merger’s public announcement, that trading will be reflected in upward pressure in the target’s stock price and cause the stock price to exceed its expected price, that is, insider trading will generate abnormal returns to the target’s stock price. While things other than insider trading may cause run-ups in advance of a merger announcement, a higher run-up represents greater insider trading, all else equal. Financial economists and legal scholars use the run-up as a measure of insider trading, and studies have empirically demonstrated a connection between the run-up and insider trading.¹⁰

The Article empirically assesses Newman’s effect on insider trading by comparing the average run-up of targets of mergers announced in a period preceding Newman with the average run-up of targets of mergers in the period after Newman but before the Ninth Circuit’s decision in Salman. The empirical analysis shows that, as measured by target run-ups, Newman had a statistically significant and pronounced effect on the extent of insider trading. The average target run-up in the post-Newman period was more than three times higher than the average target run-up in the pre-Newman period. The empirical methodology accounts for rumors in news stories that preceded the mergers, as such rumors can generate run-ups apart from any effects of insider trading. The analysis finds that the substantial difference between average target run-ups after Newman and before Newman persists after controlling for deal rumors and other variables.

This Article thus provides strong empirical evidence that changes in insider trading law do affect the extent of insider trading that occurs and that the effect can be substantial. While there have been other empirical studies evaluating how insider trading responds to changes in insider trading law or to changes in the enforcement of insider trading law,¹¹ this Article provides the first empirical analysis of how a specific judicial change in insider trading law can affect insider trading beyond just the effects on corporate insiders. Because, at least in the United States, insider trading law evolves primarily through changes in case law, rather than statutory or SEC rule changes, understanding the relationship between insider trading law and insider trading necessitates an understanding of the extent to which judicial pronouncements of insider trading law can affect insider trading. This Article facilitates our understanding of

¹⁰ See infra Part II.B.
¹¹ For discussion of these studies, see, for example, infra notes 197–198, 200, 209–210 and accompanying text.
securities law by empirically demonstrating that courts’ insider trading decisions can significantly influence the amount of insider trading. Though there are intuitive reasons to believe that traders, especially sophisticated professional traders, will modify their trading behavior in response to changes in insider trading law, there are also reasons why such behavior may be impervious or at least only weakly responsive to change in law. This Article provides strong empirical evidence that changes in insider trading law do affect the extent of insider trading and that the effect can be substantial.

The Article’s empirical analysis generates other valuable findings. Among other things, the analysis shows that, as measured by target run-ups, *Newman* had an especially dramatic effect on insider trading in the first few months after it was issued. The associated increase in insider trading constituted a reversion back to insider trading levels that had not been seen in decades. These short-term effects of *Newman* also corroborate the dire predictions made by prosecutors and others at the time that the Second Circuit’s decision would have immediate and significant consequences on traders’ ability to more readily engage in insider trading outside of the reach of the law.12

The analysis also demonstrates that in periods after *Newman*, the high levels of insider trading generated by the decision started abating. The Article argues that this lessening of *Newman*’s effect on insider trading can be attributed to subsequent district court opinions that narrowed or made uncertain *Newman*’s potential impact on insider trading law. This finding demonstrates the often underemphasized point that district court decisions exist alongside appellate decisions and play an important role in shaping behavior and the contours of the law. These and the Article’s other empirical findings also inform important policy debates pertinent to insider trading law and motivate additional areas of research into insider trading and insider trading law, as discussed below.13

The Article proceeds as follows. Part I provides a discussion of *Newman*, the circumstances leading up to the decision, and the relevant subsequent doctrinal and other developments. Part II discusses the Article’s empirical methodology, including a discussion of the merger target run-ups the Article uses to evaluate *Newman*’s effect on insider trading. Part III provides the Article’s empirical findings, starting with the core finding showing that *Newman* had a statistically significant and economically meaningful impact on insider trading as measured by

---

12 *See infra* note 196 and accompanying text.
13 *See infra* Part IV.
merger target run-ups. Part IV discusses the empirical results and their policy implications.

I. THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE: NEWMAN’S SUBSTANTIAL WEAKENING OF INSIDER TRADING LAW

Through its Newman decision, the Second Circuit significantly weakened insider trading law. To highlight Newman’s effect on insider trading law, and to aid in framing the empirical analysis and interpreting the empirical results, this Part provides, in Section A, a short summary of insider trading law and, in Section B, a short summary of the government’s crackdown on insider trading, which was largely predicated on the theory of tippee liability that Newman would pare back. Section C then discusses Newman and its effect on insider trading law. Section D discusses the immediate response to Newman, including on pending insider trading prosecutions, and also discusses doctrinal developments following Newman relevant to the empirical analysis.

A. Insider Trading Law and Tippee Liability

Insider trading is within the scope of federal law, even though no federal statute expressly prohibits insider trading. Insider trading is a type of securities fraud prohibited by Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b) (2019) (“Section 10(b)”), and SEC Rule 10b-5, 17 C.F.R. 240.10b-5 (2019) (“Rule 10b-5”).14 In addition to civil penalties, a willful violation of Section 10(b) or SEC Rule 10b-5 can subject the defendant to criminal liability and criminal penalties, including up to twenty years in jail.15 Insider trading may also violate the federal wire and fraud statutes16 or Section 807 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.17 In addition, SEC Rule 14e-3, 17 C.F.R. § 240.14e-3 (2019), specifically prohibits insider trading in connection with a

tender offer.\textsuperscript{18} Additional federal statutes and rules concern issues pertinent to insider trading.\textsuperscript{19}

Courts have articulated two theories of insider trading that can form the basis of a claim under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5: the classical theory and the misappropriation theory. The classical theory is directed at corporate insiders\textsuperscript{20} and prohibits such persons from trading in their corporation’s securities on the basis of material, nonpublic information about the corporation.\textsuperscript{21} The classical theory finds its doctrinal mooring in the fiduciary duties a corporate insider owes the corporation’s shareholders. A corporate insider who trades on material, nonpublic information breaches those duties and commits securities fraud.\textsuperscript{22} On the other hand, while the classical theory premises liability on the trader’s breach of a duty owed to the counterparty of the trade, the misappropriation theory premises liability on breach of a duty owed to the source of the confidential information.\textsuperscript{23}

Instead of trading on material, nonpublic information, a corporate insider or misappropriator (the “tipper”) may instead relay, or tip, the confidential information to another person (the “tippee”), who themselves may trade on that information. For example, a corporate executive who knows that her company will be announcing a successful clinical trial involving a breakthrough drug may relay that information to another person, who in turn may trade in the company’s stock based on that confidential information. Because the tippee likely owes no duties to the corporation’s shareholders, in case the tipper was an insider, or to the source of the confidential information, in case the tipper misappropriated the information, the question arises whether the tippee’s trading on the confidential information constitutes unlawful insider trading.

\textit{Dirks v. SEC} is the Supreme Court’s leading case on tippee liability.\textsuperscript{24} Writing for the majority in \textit{Dirks}, Justice Powell crafted the rule for tippee liability in a classical case where the tipper was a corporate

\textsuperscript{18} For Rule 14e-3 to be implicated, the bidder must have commenced or taken substantial steps to commence a tender offer. 17 C.F.R. § 240.14e-3(a) (2019).
\textsuperscript{20} For a discussion of the classes of individuals deemed to be insiders for purposes of the classical theory, see Donal C. Langevoort, \textit{Insider Trading: Regulation, Enforcement and Prevention} § 3:2-9 (2017).
\textsuperscript{22} See \textit{id.} at 227-30.
\textsuperscript{24} Dirks v. SEC, 463 U.S. 646 (1983).
insider. The Court first framed its analysis by explaining that the tippee's liability is derivative of the insider's liability and arises from the tippee's role as a “participant after the fact in the insider's breach of a fiduciary duty.” For that reason, the Court explained, a tippee who trades on material, nonpublic information from a corporate insider engages in unlawful insider trading in violation of Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 only if (1) the insider breached their fiduciary duty to shareholders by disclosing the confidential information; and (2) the tippee knew or should have known of the insider’s breach. The first part of this rule focuses on the tipper's breach, while the second part focuses on the tippee's knowledge.

The Court also identified the circumstances under which an insider commits a breach for the purpose of satisfying the first part of its enunciated rule for tippee liability. As the Court explained, an insider who discloses confidential information is deemed to have breached their duty to shareholders if the insider personally benefited, directly or indirectly, from their disclosure. Dirks' personal benefit test is a defining aspect of the law of tippee liability.

The Court in Dirks did not expressly define “personal benefit” and instead instructed lower courts to “focus on objective criteria, i.e., whether the insider receives a direct or indirect personal benefit from the disclosure, such as a pecuniary gain or a reputational benefit that

25 Id. at 639 (citing Chiarella, 445 U.S. at 230 n.12).
26 Id. at 660.
27 These are a subset of the elements of tippee liability. For a discussion of the other elements, see Bainbridge, supra note 17, at 65-81.
28 Dirks, 463 U.S. at 662. The Supreme Court has not yet decided whether Dirks' personal benefit test applies in misappropriation cases. See Salman v. United States, 137 S. Ct. 420, 427 n.2 (2016) (“We need not resolve the question [whether Dirks' personal benefit test applies to misappropriation cases]. The parties do not dispute that Dirks' personal-benefit analysis applies in both classical and misappropriation cases, so we will proceed on the assumption that it does.”). However, some lower courts have held or stated that the rule for tippee liability in a misappropriation case is the same as in a classical case. See, e.g., SEC v. Obus, 693 F.3d 276, 285-86 (2d Cir. 2012) (“The Supreme Court's tipping liability doctrine was developed in a classical case. Dirks, but the same analysis governs in a misappropriation case.”); SEC v. Yun, 327 F.3d 1263, 1275 (11th Cir. 2003) (holding that Dirks' personal benefit test applies in a misappropriation case). Some scholars have argued that Dirks' personal benefit test should apply to misappropriation cases. See, e.g., Langevoort, supra note 20, § 3:2. But others have argued otherwise. See, e.g., Merritt B. Fox & George N. Tepe, Personal Benefit has no Place in Misappropriation Tipping Cases, 71 SMU L. REV. 767 (2018).
29 For a detailed discussion of the judicial history of Dirks' personal benefit requirement, see generally A.C. Pritchard, Dirks and the Genesis of Personal Benefit, 68 SMU L. Rev. 857 (2015).
will translate into future earnings.”30 The Court also explained that a personal benefit to the tipper can “often” be inferred from “objective facts and circumstances.”31 In particular, the Court held that “[t]he elements of fiduciary duty and exploitation of nonpublic information also exist when an insider makes a gift of confidential information to a trading relative or friend.”32 Under this gift-giving principle, if a tipper discloses confidential information to a trading relative or friend, then Dirks gives rise to an inference that the tipper personally benefitted from the disclosure, because in such a circumstance, “giving a gift of trading information to a trading relative is the same thing as trading by the tipper followed by a gift of the proceeds.”33 Dirks’ gift-giving principle would assume a central role in Newman and subsequent cases, as discussed below.

B. The Pre-Newman Crackdown on Insider Trading

The scope of tippee liability assumed significant practical importance starting in the late 2000s, when the DOJ and the SEC significantly ratcheted up insider trading enforcement and brought dozens of insider trading cases against Wall Street professionals alleged to be tippees of material, nonpublic information.34 These enforcement efforts found their genesis in a growing perception that insider trading was widespread among certain segments of the professional trading community, including hedge funds, which were singled out as the worst offenders and considered by some to routinely trade on confidential information that had been tipped to them by corporate insiders or misappropriators.35

In response, in the late 2000s the Department of Justice’s Southern District of New York office, led by the office’s United States Attorney at

30 Dirks, 463 U.S. at 663. A chief policy reason motivating the Court to impose the requirement that the tipper must have received a personal benefit for there to have been an insider trading violation was to not disincentivize market analysts from ferreting out and analyzing corporate information, which serves to enhance the informational value of stock prices and enhance market efficiency. See id. at 658, 658 n.17.
31 Id. at 664.
32 Id.
33 Salman, 137 S. Ct. at 422.
35 See Michael D. Trager, Richard L. Jacobson & Christopher Rhee, The SEC’s New Focus on Insider Trading by Hedge Funds, HEDGE FUND L. REP., June 2010, at 1 (“There is a longstanding and widespread belief among law enforcement personnel that insider trading involving hedge funds is a systematic problem.”).
the time, Preet Bharara, commenced a widespread and well-publicized crackdown of insider trading by hedge fund professionals and other sophisticated traders. Those efforts resulted in the successful prosecution of dozens of Wall Street professionals and sent shockwaves throughout the professional investor industry. The SEC worked in tandem with the DOJ and brought numerous insider trading civil cases and administrative actions against hedge funds and other Wall Street professionals. The FBI was also heavily involved in the investigation of hedge fund insider trading — dubbed “Operation Perfect Hedge” by the FBI — and secured important evidence that the DOJ and SEC would ultimately use to support their cases.

A harbinger of the enforcement to come occurred in March 2007, when the DOJ and SEC filed criminal and civil cases against members of a large insider trading ring. The insider trading ring was orchestrated by hedge funds and other Wall Street professionals who allegedly made millions by unlawfully trading on the basis of material, nonpublic information. The SEC used the case as an opportunity to send a strong message to hedge funds, with the SEC Chair announcing that the action makes “very clear the SEC is targeting hedge fund insider trading as a top priority.” Shortly thereafter, the SEC announced that it had created a new hedge fund task force within its Division of Enforcement.


38 See Timeline: A History of Insider Trading, supra note 34.


42 SEC Charges 14, supra note 41.
dedicated to scrutinizing hedge funds, including potential hedge fund insider trading.\textsuperscript{43}

The DOJ’s crackdown on insider trading started in earnest on October 16, 2009, when Bharara’s office filed criminal charges against Raj Rajaratnam, the billionaire founder of the Galleon Group, one of the largest hedge funds at the time, and others involved in the unlawful scheme.\textsuperscript{44} The suit was a landmark case within the universe of insider trading prosecutions and demonstrated for the first time that the DOJ was willing to use wiretap evidence in significant insider trading cases.\textsuperscript{45} The SEC coordinated efforts with the DOJ and filed a civil case against Rajaratnam and others also on October 16, 2009.\textsuperscript{46}

Like the other insider trading cases to follow, the DOJ and SEC’s complaints against Rajaratnam were based on allegations of tippee liability — various insiders were alleged to have tipped material, nonpublic information to Rajaratnam, who then traded based on that information.\textsuperscript{47} Rajaratnam ultimately was found guilty and sentenced to eleven years in prison, which was the longest sentence to ever have been imposed for insider trading.\textsuperscript{48} The $92.8 million civil penalty imposed in the SEC’s civil case was also the largest penalty ever imposed in an SEC insider trading case.\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{itemize}
  \item See id.
  \item See Complaint at 4-5, SEC v. Galleon Mgmt., LP, 274 F.R.D. 120 (S.D.N.Y. 2011) (No. 09 Civ. 8811(JSR)); Complaint at 1-2, United States v. Rajaratnam (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (No. 09 Cr. 1184(RJH)), 2010 WL 4867402. The SEC twice amended its complaint over the course of the litigation alleging additional bases for Rajaratnam’s liability. See Second Amended Complaint at 23, 37, 43-47, \textit{Galleon Mgmt., LP}, 274 F.R.D. 120 (No. 09 Civ. 8811(JSR)).
\end{itemize}
In the years after filing their suits against Rajaratnam, the DOJ and the SEC continued to direct significant enforcement efforts to targeting insider trading by hedge funds and other Wall Street professionals. In a widely reported speech delivered almost a year after bringing charges against Rajaratnam, Bharara, who spearheaded the DOJ’s efforts, described insider trading as “rampant” and explained that his office was committed to making the prosecution of insider trading a top criminal priority. The SEC’s Director of Enforcement at the time, Robert Khuzami, similarly committed that the SEC would continue to “root out insider trading on Wall Street and in the hedge fund industry.”

The DOJ and SEC followed through on their commitments to vigorously enforce insider trading law against hedge fund and other market professionals. In 2009 and beyond, the DOJ and SEC brought a steady stream of criminal and civil insider trading cases, resulting in a number of high profile convictions and the imposition of substantial monetary penalties. In just the twenty months after it filed its complaint against Rajaratnam, Bharara’s Southern District of New York office had charged almost fifty more defendants with insider trading. For its part, the SEC also expanded its enforcement efforts. By February 2014, the number of defendants charged just by Bharara’s Southern District of New York office since it had charged Rajaratnam

---


52 See Breslow, supra note 36; Timeline: A History of Insider Trading, supra note 34.


54 See M. Todd Henderson, The Changing Demand for Insider Trading Regulation, in Research Handbook on Insider Trading 243 (Stephen M. Bainbridge ed., 2013) (providing data from 1994 to 2010 showing an increase in the percentage of SEC insider trading cases asserted against market professionals); Trager et al., supra note 35 (discussing the SEC’s “unprecedented level of enforcement attention” on insider trading).
had grown to eighty-nine. The office had convicted seventy-nine of those eighty-nine defendants by February 2014 and the cases of the remaining ten defendants were still pending as of that date. It is not at all surprising, therefore, for the Wall Street Journal to have characterized the DOJ’s “unprecedented wave of prosecutions” against investment professionals as “rocking Wall Street.”

C. Newman and its Effects on Insider Trading Law

It was against the backdrop of the DOJ’s crackdown on insider trading that the Second Circuit issued its Newman decision in December 2014, which substantially weakened insider trading law as it relates to tippee liability. In the prosecution at issue in Newman, the DOJ had charged and successfully convicted two hedge fund managers of insider trading in connection with material, nonpublic confidential information they had indirectly obtained from insiders at two public companies. The two managers were several steps removed from the corporate insiders but were nonetheless found guilty of insider trading. The defendants were sentenced to fifty-four months’ and seventy-eight months’
imprisonment and were ordered to pay millions of dollars in fines and forfeiture.\textsuperscript{60}

In \textit{Newman}, the Second Circuit unanimously reversed the hedge fund managers’ convictions and articulated a new standard for tippee liability that significantly narrowed its reach, especially with respect to remote tippees like the managers in \textit{Newman}.\textsuperscript{61} The court put aside any doubt that \textit{Newman} was a direct response to what the panel perceived as the DOJ’s far-reaching crackdown on insider trading. The Second Circuit characterized the “doctrinal novelty” of the government’s recent insider trading prosecutions, which the court observed were “increasingly targeted at remote tippees many levels removed from corporate insiders.”\textsuperscript{62}

The Second Circuit’s decision in \textit{Newman} implicated both parts of \textit{Dirks}’ rule for tippee liability discussed in Section A above. First, with respect to the tippee’s requisite knowledge, the \textit{Newman} court held that it was not enough for the tippee to know only that the tipper had breached their duty to maintain the information in confidence; instead, to be held criminally liable for insider trading, a tippee must have known that the tipper received a personal benefit for disclosing the confidential information.\textsuperscript{63} The court explained that while it had not previously had occasion to address whether the tippee must know that the tipper received a personal benefit, almost all district courts in the circuit had answered that question in the affirmative, thus suggesting that it was merely sanctifying district court rulings on the issue.\textsuperscript{64} which the court indicated were in sync with \textit{Dirks}.\textsuperscript{65} In any event, requiring the government to show that the tippee knew that the tipper received a personal benefit in exchange for disclosing the confidential information created a significant hurdle for the government in prosecuting remote tippees who are many steps removed from the tipper.

The Second Circuit’s treatment of the aspect of \textit{Dirks}’ rule concerning the tipper’s personal benefit was more controversial and was also the

\textsuperscript{60} Id. at 444-45.
\textsuperscript{61} See id. at 452-55.
\textsuperscript{62} Id. at 448. With respect to the two managers in the case specifically, the \textit{Newman} court went out of its way to observe that the government had not cited a single case in which tippees so removed from the corporate insider who disclosed the confidential information had been found criminally liable for insider trading. Id.
\textsuperscript{63} Id. at 449 (“[W]e conclude that a tippee’s knowledge of the insider’s breach necessarily requires knowledge that the insider disclosed confidential information in exchange for personal benefit.”).
\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 449-51.
\textsuperscript{65} See id. at 447 (stating that imposing liability on a tippee only if the tippee had knowledge of the tipper’s personal benefit “follows naturally from \textit{Dirks}”).
subject of the Supreme Court’s later decision in *Salman*. As discussed above in Section A, under Dirks’ gift-gifting principle, if a tipper discloses confidential information to a trading relative or friend, then the disclosure gives rise to an inference that the tipper personally benefited from the disclosure and thus breached their fiduciary duty. *Newman* held that this inference “is impermissible in the absence of proof of a meaningfully close personal relationship that generates an exchange that is objective, consequential, and represents at least a potential gain of a pecuniary or similarly valuable nature.”

As embodied by that articulation, *Newman* substantially narrowed Dirks’ gift-giving principle in two ways: under a reasonable reading of that language in *Newman*, a gift of confidential information from the tipper to the tippee gives rise to an inference of personal benefit only if (i) the tipper and tippee had a “meaningfully close personal relationship,” and (ii) the relationship generated an “exchange” that was “objective, consequential, and represent[ed] at least a potential gain of a pecuniary or similarly valuable nature.” Neither of these limitations to the gift-giving principle expressly appears in *Dirks*, which, as the Supreme Court would later explain in *Salman*, “makes clear that a tipper breaches a fiduciary duty by making a gift of confidential information to a ‘trading relative’” or friend. Previously, if the tipper had disclosed the confidential information to a trading relative or friend, the government could use that fact alone to establish the second part of *Dirks*’ rule for tippee liability. After *Newman*, however, that fact alone was not enough and the government would have to overcome the two additional limitations to the gift-giving principle announced in *Newman*, each of which made it harder for the government to establish tippee liability. As a decision by the Second Circuit, *Newman* was a landmark decision in insider trading law.

---

66 *Salman* v. United States, 137 S. Ct. 420, 421-22 (2016); see *Newman*, 773 F.3d at 446.
67 *Newman*, 773 F.3d at 452. Independent of the scope of the gift-giving principle, the court also held that while the personal benefit to the tipper is “broadly defined,” it “must be of some consequence.” *Id.* (quoting United States v. Jiau, 734 F.3d 147, 153 (2d Cir. 2013)).
68 *Id.*
69 *Salman*, 137 S. Ct. at 427.
71 See *Newman*, 773 F.3d at 442.
D. The Immediate Response to Newman and the Post-Newman Period

The effect of *Newman* on pending insider trading cases was almost immediate. For example, before the issuance of *Newman*, four of the five defendants in *United States v. Conradt* had pled guilty to insider trading. On December 11, 2014, the day after *Newman* was issued, the trial court in *Conradt* scheduled a status conference to determine whether *Newman* affected the four defendants’ guilty pleas. At the status conference, the court advised the parties that “it was skeptical that the pleas were sufficient in light of *Newman*’s clarification of the personal benefit and tippee knowledge requirements of tipping liability for insider trading” but “reserved decision . . . in light of the Government’s request for an opportunity to submit briefing in support of their position that *Newman*’s analysis does not apply in insider-trading cases prosecuted under a misappropriation theory.” The court rejected the government’s argument and vacated the four defendants’ guilty pleas on January 22, 2015. Days later, the DOJ submitted a letter brief in which it explained that “the Second Circuit [in *Newman*] substantially changed the law pertaining to insider trading” and that based in part “on the newly-announced standards set forth in *Newman*,” the government would move for dismissal without prejudice of the charges against all of the defendants in the case. Shortly thereafter, the court granted the government’s motion to dismiss.

The government was clear in its position that *Newman* would hinder its prosecutorial efforts and would facilitate insider trading. In its

---

75 Conradt, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16263, at *3.
76 Id.
77 See Letter Brief for Plaintiff, Conradt, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16263, at *1-2 (No. 12 Cr. 887 (ALC)).
78 See Entry of Nolle Prosequi, Conradt, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16263 (No. 12 Cr. 887 (ALC)). Similarly, less than one week after the Second Circuit issued *Newman*, the SEC sought to dismiss an administrative action alleging unlawful insider trading based on tippee liability. Ed Beeson, SEC Hits Limits in Collapsed Herbalife Case, Law360 (Dec. 19, 2014, 8:10 PM), https://www.law360.com/articles/606128/sec-hits-limits-in-collapsed-herbalife-insider-case. While the SEC attributed its decision on its inability to secure the testimony of two key witnesses, various legal commentators attributed the withdrawal to *Newman*. See, e.g., id.; see also Donna M. Nagy, *Beyond Dirks: Gratuitous Tipping and Insider Trading*, 42 CORP. L. 1, 5 (2016) (“[Since *Newman*] a host of other defendants, both within and outside the Second Circuit, have . . . sought to have their indictments or complaints dismissed, criminal convictions or civil liability determinations overturned, and guilty pleas or settlements vacated.”).
petition for rehearing and rehearing en banc in Newman, filed in January 2015, the government stated that Newman “arguably represents one of the most significant developments in insider trading law in a generation.”79 The government further explained that Newman “threatens to undermine enforcement efforts” and “invites selective leaking of valuable information to favored friends and associates of well-placed corporate insiders.”80 On the heels of the decision, scholars noted that Newman “raises likely insurmountable burdens for prosecutors to pursue remote tippees.”81 Legal commentators similarly observed that Newman “has far-reaching implications for the government’s ability to bring large scale insider trading cases,” including potentially “widespread consequences for all tippee liability, even if the tippee is directly in contact with the tipper.”82


80 U.S. Rehearing Petition, supra note 79, at *23. The government also explained that Newman “provides a virtual roadmap for savvy hedge-fund managers and other traders to insulate themselves from tippee liability by knowingly placing themselves at the end of a chain of inside information and avoiding learning the details about the sources of obviously confidential and improperly disclosed information.” Id. at *24.


Any such celebration was temporary. On July 6, 2015, about seven months after the Second Circuit issued \textit{Newman}, the Ninth Circuit issued its decision in \textit{United States v. Salman}. \footnote{84 792 F.3d 1087 (9th Cir. 2015) (internal quotation removed), \textit{aff'd}, 137 S. Ct. 420 (2016).} As discussed below, the Ninth Circuit’s decision rejected one aspect of \textit{Newman} and was subsequently affirmed by the Supreme Court. \footnote{85 See \textit{id.} at 1093; \textit{Salman v. United States}, 137 S. Ct. 420 (2016).} In the period leading up to the Ninth Circuit’s decision, district courts also began rejecting arguments by defendants predicated on \textit{Newman}’s claimed relevance to their cases.

Perhaps the most well-known of the district court cases preceding the Ninth Circuit’s \textit{Salman} decision was an April 6, 2015 decision by Judge Rakoff, a leading authority on securities law who would author the Ninth Circuit’s \textit{Salman} decision while sitting in designation. The case, \textit{SEC v. Payton}, was a civil proceeding initiated by the SEC against two of the defendants in \textit{Conradt}, discussed above. \footnote{86 SEC v. Payton, 97 F. Supp. 3d 558, 559-61 (S.D.N.Y. 2015).} In his decision denying the defendants’ motion to dismiss based on \textit{Newman}, Judge Rakoff held that the SEC’s allegations concerning the defendants’ knowledge of the tipper’s personal benefit were sufficient to satisfy the lower civil standard of knowing or reckless, thus providing the SEC a basis to argue that \textit{Newman}’s relevance is diminished in civil cases. \footnote{87 See \textit{id.} at 563-65. Judge Rakoff also held that the court was able to draw an adverse inference from the allegations that the defendants consciously avoided gathering additional information about the source of the inside information and the nature of the initial disclosure. \textit{See id.} at 564-65.} In the months leading up to the Ninth Circuit’s \textit{Salman} decision, other district courts similarly rejected defendants’ \textit{Newman}-based arguments. \footnote{88 See, e.g., \textit{SEC v. Sabrdaran}, No. 14-cv-04825-JSC, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25051 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 2, 2015) (rejecting tipper’s motion to dismiss based on \textit{Newman}’s requirement that the tippee had knowledge of the tipper’s personal benefit); \textit{United States v. Riley}, 90 F. Supp. 3d 176 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 3, 2015) (denying defendant’s motion for acquittal or a new trial based on \textit{Newman}); \textit{United States v. McPhail}, No. 14-10201-DJC, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 62096 (D. Mass. May 12, 2015), \textit{aff’d}, \textit{United States v. Parigian}, 824 F.3d 5 (2d Cir. 2016) (denying motion to dismiss based on \textit{Newman} in a tipper-tippee misappropriation case); \textit{SEC v. Jafar}, No. 13-CV-4645 (JPO), 2015 U.S.}
uncertainty about the scope of Newman was reflected in commentary in the months preceding the Ninth Circuit’s Salman decision, which advised hedge funds that Newman may not sweep as broadly as may have been initially perceived.89

The Ninth Circuit’s Salman decision generated a circuit split between the Ninth and Second Circuits. In Salman, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the conviction of a tippee who had repeatedly traded in advance of merger announcements.90 The tipper in the case had relayed the confidential information about the upcoming mergers to his brother who in turn had relayed the information to the defendant.91 On appeal, the defendant urged the Ninth Circuit to adopt Newman and argued that, under Newman, the evidence was insufficient to find that the tipper disclosed the information to the tipper’s brother in exchange for a personal benefit or that, if the tipper had received a personal benefit, the defendant did not know of that benefit.92

The Ninth Circuit, through Judge Rakoff, rejected the defendant’s argument. It held that Dirks’ gift-giving principle governed the case: because the tipper relayed the information to a trading relative or friend — namely, his brother — under Dirks’ gift-giving principle, the tipper is considered to have received a personal benefit from the disclosure.93 The court also expressly rejected Newman, to the extent the Second Circuit had held in Newman that if the tipper disclosed the confidential information to a trading relative or friend, the government also must

89 Dist. LEXIS 74281 (S.D.N.Y. June 8, 2015) (holding that, despite Newman, the SEC in a civil case need not specifically allege the identity of the tipper or the nature of the tipper’s personal benefit, if the SEC does not know the tipper’s identity or how the tip was relayed to the defendant).
90 See, e.g., Douglas A. Rappaport & Christina Prusak Chianese, Payton Begins to Clarify Newman Aftermath, Hedge Fund Journal (May 2015), https://thehedgefundjournal.com/payton-begins-to-clarify-newman-aftermath/ ("[Payton] underscores that, despite Newman, in cases with a sufficient evidentiary predicate, the government retains powerful tools, including civil enforcement, as means of policing tipper-tippee theories of insider trading liability."); Marc R. Rosen, Recent Cases Reduce the Impact of Newman on Insider Trading Enforcement, Hedge Fund L. Rep., May 2015, at 6 ("The Payton decision has shed light on what [the defendants in Payton] now know: Newman was not the death knell of insider trading law but, rather, a very large bump in the road. . . . Given the recklessness and conscious avoidance standards, hedge fund managers, traders, and analysts will be hard-pressed to rely on Newman in conducting their business.").
91 See United States v. Salman, 792 F.3d 1087, 1094 (9th Cir. 2015).
92 Id. at 1088-89.
93 Id. at 1091.
prove that the tipper received a tangible benefit in exchange for the confidential information.\textsuperscript{94}

The Supreme Court granted the \textit{Salman} defendant’s petition for certiorari and issued its decision on December 6, 2016.\textsuperscript{95} The Court affirmed the Ninth Circuit and, like the Ninth Circuit, held that \textit{Dirks}’ gift-giving principle resolved the case.\textsuperscript{96} The Court also addressed the part of \textit{Newman}’s holding relating to \textit{Dirks}’ gift-giving principle. The Court held that, “to the extent the Second Circuit held that the tipper must also receive something of a ‘pecuniary or similarly valuable nature’ in exchange for a gift to family or friends, . . . we agree with the Ninth Circuit that this requirement is inconsistent with \textit{Dirks}.”\textsuperscript{97} The Court did not address the \textit{Newman} court’s holding that the tippee must have knowledge of the tipper’s personal benefit\textsuperscript{98} or its holding that \textit{Dirks}’ gift-giving principle applies only if the tipper and tippee had a meaningfully close personal relationship.

\section*{II. Using Newman to Empirically Assess the Effects of a Change in Insider Trading Law}

In many ways, \textit{Newman} offers an ideal mechanism for empirically evaluating whether a change in insider trading law affects insider trading. The law of tippee liability remained relatively unchanged in the period before \textit{Newman} and in the period after \textit{Newman}, at least until the Ninth Circuit’s \textit{Salman} decision or the earlier district court decisions discussed in Part I.D. An empirical analysis of how changes in insider trading law affect insider trading can therefore evaluate the amount of insider trading before and after \textit{Newman}, subject to the necessary controls. This Article’s empirical analysis is based on such a before and after analysis of insider trading.

This part of the Article discusses the specific empirical methodology used to evaluate \textit{Newman}’s effect on insider trading. Section A discusses the focus of the empirical analysis — evaluation of insider trading in advance of mergers announced in a period before \textit{Newman} and in a period after \textit{Newman} — and construction of the dataset used in the

\textsuperscript{94} Id. at 1093-94.
\textsuperscript{95} Salman v. United States, 137 S. Ct. 420, 420 (2016).
\textsuperscript{96} See id. at 427.
\textsuperscript{97} Id. at 428.
\textsuperscript{98} The Court expressly stated that the current case did not implicate this aspect of \textit{Newman}. Id. at 425 n.1. In fact, the Court characterized the government’s position as acknowledging that the government must prove the “tippee knew that the tipper disclosed the information for a personal benefit and that the tipper expected trading to ensue.” Id. at 427.
analysis. Section B discusses the metric that the analysis uses to identify the extent of insider trading in advance of merger announcements — the run-up in the stock price of the merger target in advance of the merger's public announcement — and Section C discusses calculation of the run-up. Section D discusses deal rumors and other control variables used in the empirical analysis.

A. Focus of Analysis: Merger Announcements

The Article’s empirical analysis focuses on insider trading in advance of merger announcements occurring in a period before and after Newman. As an initial matter of terminology, the term “mergers” is used throughout the Article as shorthand for the larger class of business transactions that involve the combination of companies or a company or person acquiring all of the shares of another company such as through a tender offer.

The analysis focuses on merger announcements for a variety of reasons. First, because a merger announcement ordinarily will cause the target’s share price to immediately increase and tend towards the higher price being offered by the acquiring entity, a merger announcement offers an especially fruitful opportunity for insider trading. A trader who has confidential information about an upcoming merger can capitalize on some of these gains by trading in advance of the merger’s public announcement, such as through a simple strategy of acquiring shares in the target company at the lower, pre-announcement levels and then selling those shares at the higher, post-announcement levels or through more complex trading strategies.

The analysis also focuses on merger announcements because they are widely recognized generators of insider trading, perhaps pervasively so. In a recent empirical study, for instance, researchers evaluated a dataset comprised of all merger announcements occurring in the United States between January 1, 1996 and December 31, 2012. By using abnormal

99 See, e.g., Mark Mitchell, Todd Pulvino & Erik Stafford, Price Pressure Around Mergers, 59 J. Fin. 31, 35 (2004) (“As a result of a merger announcement, the future return distribution of the target firm is dramatically altered, as the target’s firm trades at a small discount to the consideration offered by the acquiring company.”).


101 See Augustin et al., supra note 100.
trading volume in equity options written on target firms in advance of merger announcements as their measure of informed trading, the researchers found that nearly 25% of the mergers in their sample had abnormal options volume that were statistically significant at the 5% level. Many well-known insider trading prosecutions and insider trading cases also have involved mergers. Merger-related insider trading for instance served as the basis of the offense in Salman.

In order to assess the effects of Newman on insider trading, the analysis evaluates mergers announced in a period before the Second Circuit issued Newman on December 10, 2014 and a period after Newman. For the post-Newman analysis below, the Article uses the time period from December 11, 2014 through the Ninth Circuit's issuance of Salman on July 6, 2015. As discussed below, Salman serves as a natural bookend with which to evaluate Newman's effect on insider trading. In order to also assess how the Ninth Circuit's Salman decision may have affected insider trading, such as whether it ameliorated the amount of insider trading, the data collection was extended further so that it also encompassed mergers announced 90 days after Salman. This specification generated a 298-day window after Newman spanning December 11, 2014 (the day after Newman) to October 4, 2015 (90 days after the Ninth Circuit's Salman decision). This period also includes the district court decisions discussed above that preceded the Ninth Circuit's Salman decision, such as Payton, but does not include the Supreme Court's denial of certiorari in Newman, which occurred on October 5, 2015.

For purposes of collecting data in the period before Newman, the relevant time period was set to have the same length as the after-Newman period. This resulted in a 298-day period spanning February 16, 2014 (298 days before Newman) to December 10, 2014 (the day Newman was issued). This specification ultimately generated a data collection period of February 16, 2014 to October 4, 2015. Merger data were obtained from SDC Platinum.

---

102 See id. at 1. Fifteen percent of the cases in the sample also had abnormal options trading volume that was statistically significant at the 1% level. See id. at 11 n.6.


Platinum identified as involving a business combination or the acquisition of 100% of a company’s stock that were announced between February 16, 2014 and October 4, 2015 and limited to targets involving U.S. public companies. The analysis was not limited to just completed mergers. Non-consummated mergers were included in the analysis because they are no different than completed mergers with respect to insider trading opportunities at the announcement: a merger announcement will generate significant stock price gains in the target, and thus generate insider trading opportunities, whether or not the parties ultimately abandon the merger.

B. The Run-Up as a Measure of Insider Trading

Because insider trading activity generally cannot be directly observed, empirical studies of insider trading usually use indirect measures that reflect the extent of insider trading. For example, scholars have conducted empirical analysis of insider trading using abnormal trading volume in the stock of the target company or options written on it.

---

105 If a merger was announced after the markets had closed for the day or on a weekend or trading holiday, it was considered to have been announced the next trading day for purposes of data gathering and subsequent empirical analysis, including the event studies discussed below. The specific mergers announced during market close, and which therefore required an announcement date adjustment, were identified through review of press releases and news stories announcing the mergers.

106 The universe of deals extracted from SDC Platinum are the events in the “Domestic Mergers, 1979-Present” database with a “Form of the Deal” code equal to “M” or “AR” limited to the relevant period and involving U.S. public company targets. See Definitions - Mergers & Acquisitions, THOMSON REUTERS, http://mergers.thomsonib.com/id/DealSearch/help/def.htm (last visited Oct. 30, 2019) [https://perma.cc/6WUE-5A3L]. A few of the extracted events were instances of a target publicly confirming a prior but non-consummated merger attempt. These events were not included in the analysis. The extracted events also included debt restructuring transactions, which were excluded from the analysis. Finally, the extracted events included announcements of a subsequent merger attempt directed at a target that was subject to an earlier or ongoing merger attempt. Because the run-up associated with a subsequent merger announcement may be confounded by the effects of the earlier merger announcement, these subsequent merger announcements were excluded from the analysis.


108 See, e.g., Augustin et al., supra note 100 (analyzing the pervasiveness of informed options trading around merger announcements).
or the volatility of the target’s stock price. Some empirical insider trading studies focus on the trading activity of corporate insiders who have a duty to report and conduct their analysis using the volume, profitability, and timing of trades conducted by those corporate insiders.

Another commonly used measure of insider trading, and the measure this Article uses to conduct its empirical analysis of Newman, is the run-up in the stock price of a firm before an event generating insider trading, such as a merger announcement, an earnings surprise, or the results of clinical drug trials. In the merger context, run-ups are linked to insider trading in the sense that insider trading preceding a merger announcement will generate upward pricing pressure, and therefore abnormal returns, in the target’s stock price. For that reason, abnormal stock returns in a merger target in advance of a merger announcement serve as indicators of insider trading. These abnormal returns certainly may be the result of other factors, such as rumors of the deal in the business or other press, as discussed below in Section C. In addition, insignificant insider trading may not be reflected in the run-up. But, all else equal, a greater run-up in the target’s stock price can be considered indicative of a greater degree of insider trading.

A number of empirical studies in financial economics and legal scholarship have used the run-up in the target’s stock price as a measure of insider trading in the target in advance of the merger. One of the earliest contributions is a study by Keown and Pinkerton, who used the


112. An alternate articulation is that the run-up reflects the amount of informed trading, which encompasses both lawful trading based on non-insider information not yet incorporated into the company’s stock price and unlawful insider trading based on material, non-public information. See Merritt B. Fox, Lawrence R. Glosten & Gabriel V. Rauterberg, The New Stock Market: Sense and Nonsense, 65 DUKE L.J. 191, 217 (2015) (discussing insider information, announcement information, and fundamental value information as the primary sources of informed trading).
run-up to assess potential insider trading in approximately two hundred mergers between 1975 and 1978. Keown and Pinkerton found substantial run-up in the stock prices of the targets in their sample and based on that evidence concluded that trading on nonpublic information in advance of merger announcements abounds. Other scholars similarly have used target firm run-ups to analyze the extent of insider trading in advance of mergers. Scholars also have used stock price run-ups to analyze the extent of insider trading in advance of other events known to generate insider trading, such as earnings announcements and dividend announcements. Various scholars have concluded that the run-up reflects inside information, though some scholars have disputed that proposition.

Empirical studies utilizing documented instances of insider trading have demonstrated a connection between insider trading and the run-up. Perhaps the two most well-known studies are those by Meulbroek and by Cornell and Sirri. Meulbroek identified instances of insider trading.

---

113 See Keown & Pinkerton, supra note 107, at 855.
114 See id. at 866.
118 See, e.g., Stephen O'Brien & John F. Stewart, Insider Trading and Mergers: The Effect of Illegal Trading Upon Target Firms' Pre-Announcement Price Activity (Harv. Program in Law & Econ., Discussion Paper No. 68, 1990), http://www.law.harvard.edu/programs/olin_center/papers/pdf/Obrien_68.pdf [https://perma.cc/8B9F-7WD4] (evaluating the run-up in target stock price in advance of mergers between 1980 and 1987 and determining that at least 38% percent of the pre-announcement run-up is the result of insider trading); Tang & Xu, supra note 111, at 106 (analyzing the target stock price run-up prior to 10,202 merger announcements between 1981 and 2011 and concluding that the run-up is caused by unreported insider trading).
119 See, e.g., Jarrell & Poulsen, supra note 107, at 244 (evaluating run-ups of 172 tender offers between 1981 and 1985 and concluding that the run-up is consistent with little or no insider trading).
trading detected by the SEC and subsequently relied on in a civil case or administrative proceeding. She used those identified instances of insider trading to analyze whether they generated run-ups in the stock prices of the companies subject to the insider trading. Meulbroek found that on the days when companies in her sample were subject to insider trading, those companies’ average abnormal return was approximately 3%. Meulbroek also found that about 43% of the run-up in stock prices in advance of a merger of the firms in her sample occurred on the days on which the SEC detected insider trading. Based on this analysis, Meulbroek concluded that insider trading is an important contributor to the pre-announcement run-up in the target’s stock price.

Cornell and Sirri focused on insider trading in connection with one specific merger to determine whether insider trading in advance of a merger’s public announcement affected the target’s stock price. Cornell and Sirri analyzed Anheuser-Busch’s acquisition of Campbell Taggart, which was the subject of criminal prosecution and civil insider trading litigation, and which resulted in a set of identified insider trades in advance of the acquisition that formed the basis of the litigation. Cornell and Sirri found that the identified insider trades had a statistically significant effect on Campbell Taggart’s stock price. Cornell and Sirri also found that, in the days leading up to Campbell Taggart’s acquisition, prices rose on average on days when insider trading was occurring and fell or remained constant on other days, relative to the market. Other scholars analyzing instances of insider trading identified in connection with insider trading cases similarly

122 Meulbroek looks at SEC insider trading civil cases and administrative proceedings filed between 1980 and 1989. Meulbroek, supra note 120, at 1665. Meulbroek supplements the publicly available data with data from the SEC’s nonpublic case files, which for the cases in Meulbroek’s sample report the dates of the insider trading transactions underlying the complaint. Id. at 1665-66.

123 Id. at 1675. Del Guercio Odders-White, and Ready conduct an analysis similar to Meulbroek’s analysis, but for the later 2003-2011 time period, and find that on insider trading days, companies’ abnormal returns were 0.5%-0.89%. See Del Guercio et al., The Deterrent Effect, supra note 115, at 288.

124 Meulbroek, supra note 120, at 1691.

125 Id.

126 See Cornell & Sirri, supra note 121, at 1031-32.

127 See id. at 1045-46.

128 Id.
have found a relationship between insider trading and abnormal returns of the companies subject to insider trading.\textsuperscript{129}

\subsection*{C. Calculating the Run-Up}

The run-up is calculated using formal event study methodology.\textsuperscript{130} Intuitively, it is calculated by first determining how much the stock price of the target firm differed from its expected stock price, that is, the target’s abnormal return, for each day within a specified run-up period. Then, each of those daily abnormal returns are added to generate an aggregate number. So, for example, if a merger was announced on July 25, 2014, and on July 24, 2014 the target’s stock had abnormal returns of 0.2\% and on July 23, 2014 had abnormal returns of 0.1\%, the run-up over the July 23-July 24 period would have been 0.3\%. In the language of event studies, the run-up is the cumulative abnormal return of the target’s stock over some event window preceding public announcement of the merger.\textsuperscript{131}

Calculation of a run-up requires specifying the run-up period, also called the event window, which is the period starting a specified date before the merger's public announcement and ending the day before that announcement. The target's abnormal returns are aggregated over this event window to calculate the run-up. The bulk of the analysis that follows uses a thirty-day run-up, wherein the period starts thirty days


before the public announcement of the merger\footnote{The length of the run-up period varies in the literature but generally is between twenty and sixty days. See, e.g., Jarrell & Poulsen, supra note 107, at 232 (twenty-day run-up period); Keown & Pinkerton, supra note 107, at 859 (sixty-day run-up period); Schwert, supra note 131, at 172 (forty-two day run-up period).} and ends the day before the merger’s public announcement.\footnote{So, for instance, if a merger was announced on July 25, 2014 and on July 24, 2014 the target’s stock had abnormal returns of 0.2%, and had abnormal returns of 0.1% on July 23, 2014 and on all other days thirty days prior to the merger announcement, the run-up over the thirty-day period would have been $0.002 + 29 \times 0.001 = 3.1\%$.} Some of the robustness checks use shorter and longer run-up lengths: a ten-day run-up, a twenty-day run-up, a forty-day run-up, and a fifty-day run-up. These run-ups have analogous interpretations to the thirty-day run-up period.\footnote{For example, the ten-day run-up is the sum of all of the target’s abnormal returns occurring within the period starting ten days before the merger was announced and ending the day before the announcement. In the example in the previous footnote, the ten-day run-up would have been $0.002 + 9 \times 0.001 = 1.1\%$.}

Targets’ run-ups (i.e., their cumulative abnormal return over the thirty-day and other event windows) were calculated through event studies conducted via Eventus on Wharton Research Data Services (“WRDS”).\footnote{The estimations used a market model with a CRSP value weighted portfolio and an estimation length of 200 days starting sixty days prior to the merger announcement.} Because stock prices were drawn from the Center for Research in Security Prices (“CRSP”), targets lacking CRSP stock data for the entire estimation period were excluded from the analysis. The resulting dataset contained 328 merger announcements.

The sample includes merger announcements with extreme run-ups. For instance, while the average run-up for all other events in the sample is 3.50%, the period after Newman but before the Ninth Circuit issued Salman includes an announced merger having a staggering run-up of 223%. The bulk of this run-up is attributed to the target’s stock price skyrocketing by over 230% a few days before the merger was announced. In order to not have this and other outlier transactions with extreme run-ups drive the empirical results, merger announcements with run-ups greater than 50% or less than −50% were excluded from the analysis. There are five outlier mergers satisfying this criterion in the sample and they all occur after Newman. Four of the outliers are in the period between Newman and the Ninth Circuit’s Salman decision\footnote{The average run-up of these four outliers is 61.15\%.} and one outlier is in the period after the Ninth Circuit’s decision.\footnote{The run-up of this outlier is −64.02\%.}
empirical results below separately provide the empirical findings with these outliers incorporated back into the analysis.

The exclusion of these five events generates a sample size of 323. Table 1 shows the distribution of these 323 merger announcements across the relevant date ranges.

Table 1. Sample Size and Distribution of Merger Announcements Across Date Ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before Newman(^{138})</th>
<th>Between Newman and Salman (Ninth)(^{139})</th>
<th>After Salman (Ninth)(^{140})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>152</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table 1 shows the 323 merger announcements, as distributed across the period before Newman, the period between Newman and the Ninth Circuit's Salman decision, and the ninety-day period after Salman. The table excludes the outlier events discussed in this Section.

D. Rumors and Other Variables

The Article’s empirical methodology statistically evaluates run-ups of the targets of mergers announced during a period before Newman with run-ups of targets of mergers announced during a period after Newman.\(^{141}\) While a target’s run-up reflects the extent of insider trading, other factors may also influence the run-up.

Chief among these other factors is whether the merger was the subject of a rumor. Merger rumors are not uncommon and may originate with an insider or another person familiar with the deal relaying the information to the press, which then reports on it.\(^{142}\) An example of a rumored merger in the pre-Newman period in the sample is Zillow’s

---

138 Defined as the period from February 16, 2014 through December 10, 2014.
139 Defined as the period from December 11, 2014 through July 6, 2015.
140 Defined as the period from July 7, 2015 through October 4, 2015.
141 For other papers using a similar methodology to analyze issues relating to insider trading, see, e.g., Beny & Seyhun, supra note 109, at 224-26 (using cumulative abnormal return across various time periods to assess the relationship between insider trading enforcement and insider trading); Chira & Madura, supra note 115, at 331 (evaluating the effects of the commencement of the *Galleon* cases on insider trading by evaluating average cumulative abnormal return before and after *Galleon*); Reeb et al., supra note 116, at 539-41 (using cumulative abnormal return to evaluate whether firms under regulatory supervision are subject to greater insider trading).
acquisition of rival online real estate database Trulia. Citing people familiar with the deal, on Thursday, July 25, 2014, Bloomberg reported that Zillow was seeking to acquire Trulia. The rumors generated extensive trading in Trulia’s stock and caused Trulia’s stock to experience a 32% gain on July 25, 2014, the date the rumor was reported. The parties publicly announced the deal days later, on Monday, July 28, 2014, which caused Trulia’s stock price to experience an additional, though smaller, 15% gain.

Instead of rumors about the specific deal, there may be rumors in advance of a merger announcement that the target is seeking a buyer. For instance, on January 9, 2015, the press reported that the semiconductor company Silicon Image had retained an investment bank to explore a potential sale of the company. That rumor caused Silicon Image’s stock price to increase by approximately 11% on January 9, 2015, the day of the rumor. A few weeks later, on January 27, 2015, Silicon Image announced that it would be acquired by Lattice Semiconductor, which caused Silicon Image’s stock price to increase by more than 20%.

As reflected by these examples, and as shown in the literature, merger rumors can generate significant increases in the share price of the rumored target company. Because rumored mergers are expected to have significantly higher run-ups than non-rumored mergers, and because it is possible that the fraction of rumored mergers before Newman is different than the fraction after Newman, the empirical analysis separately analyzes and controls for deals that are rumored and those that are not.

---

144 See id.
145 See Michael J. De La Merced, Zillow to Buy Trulia for $3.5 Billion in All-Stock Deal, N.Y. TIMES (July 28, 2014, 8:31 AM), https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/07/28/zillow-to-buy-trulia-for-3-5-billion/?mcubz=1&r=0.
147 See id.
Data on rumors was gathered by manually searching the news. For each merger in the sample, the “News” database on LexisAdvance was used to search for any news story appearing ninety days before the merger announcement where there is speculation or rumor about the deal, or a merger involving some other acquirer, or where the target is rumored to or itself confirms that it is looking to be acquired. If there is any such story, the merger was categorized as a rumored deal, while if there are no such stories, the merger was categorized as a non-rumored deal.

A ninety-day window was used to search for news, rather than a thirty-day window corresponding with the run-up period, because rumors occurring outside of the thirty-day period may still generate abnormal returns within the thirty-day period.

In addition to deal rumors, prior research has shown that tender offers may have a considerably higher run-up than other deal types. Each merger therefore was coded for whether it was a tender offer based on SDC Platinum’s identification of the deal type.

The empirical methodology also coded for additional variables used in the empirical analysis. First, SDC Platinum was used to obtain the size of the target, as measured by the market capitalization of the target four weeks prior to the announcement. For the few missing values in the SDC Platinum database, the target’s market capitalization was manually computed using its stock price four weeks before the merger announcement. Second, SDC Platinum also was used to determine which of the acquirers in the sample were non-U.S. companies.

The analysis also determined whether acquirers in the sample filed a form 13D or 13G, or amendments thereto, with respect to the target company. These forms are mandated by SEC Rule 13d-1 whenever a person’s indirect or direct beneficial ownership in a company exceeds 5%. Notably, under that rule, once a person’s beneficial ownership in a company exceeds 5%, if the person’s acquisition was made for the purpose or effect of changing or influencing control of the issuer, then the person must file a form 13D disclosing its interest within ten days of acquiring it.

\[150\] See, e.g., Diane Del Guercio, Elizabeth R. Odders-White & Mark J. Ready, The Deterrence Effect of Securities and Exchange Commission’s Enforcement Intensity on Illegal Insider Trading: Evidence for Run-up Before News Events, 60 J.L. & ECON. 269 app. at 22 (2017), https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/suppl/10.1086/693563/suppl_file/8827 Appendix.pdf [hereinafter Online Appendix] (providing average twenty-day run-ups for various date ranges and showing that, for six of the seven date ranges provided, the average run-up for tender offers was higher than the average run-up up for all deals).


\[152\] See id.
For each merger in the sample, WhaleWisdom was used to review all 13D and 13G filings made with respect to the target company to determine which acquirers, if any, made a 13D or 13G filing, or filed any 13D or 13G amendment, ninety days strictly before the merger announcement. Across the sample, only a single instance of an acquirer making a 13D or 13G filing with respect to the target in the ninety-day pre-announcement period was identified. As expected, there are many instances of acquirers making a 13D filing the day the merger is announced or shortly thereafter, but these filings are not counted in the analysis.

III. EMPirical FINDINGS: THE EFFECTS OF Newman ON insider TRADING

The empirical analysis demonstrates that Newman had a dramatic effect on insider trading as measured by target run-ups. This primary empirical finding is detailed in Section A below. The remaining sections of this part provide the Article’s other key empirical findings. Those other findings include results showing that the substantial difference in target run-ups before and after Newman persists after controlling for deal rumors and other variables. The findings also include results showing that Newman had an exceptionally pronounced effect on target run-ups in the period immediately after its issuance, which were mitigated to some extent in the period leading up to and after the Ninth Circuit’s decision in Salman.

A. Newman’s Dramatic Effects on Insider Trading as Reflected by Higher Average Run-Ups

The calculated run-ups of the targets in the sample form the basis of the empirical analysis. The baseline analysis compares run-ups of targets of mergers announced in a period before Newman to the run-ups of targets of mergers announced in a period after Newman. The Article refers to these two periods as the “pre-Newman period” and the “post-Newman period,” respectively. The pre-Newman period consists of all mergers in the sample announced on or before the Second Circuit issued Newman on December 10, 2014. The post-Newman period, on the other hand, consists of all mergers in the sample announced after Newman but on or before the Ninth Circuit issued its decision in Salman on July 6, 2015. Salman was selected as the ending point of the post-

---

153 The pre- and post-Newman periods correspond, respectively, to the “Before Newman” and “Between Newman and Salman (Ninth)” periods in Table 1 supra.
Newman period because, like Newman, Salman reflects a clear shift in law. As discussed in Part I.D above, in Salman, the Ninth Circuit refused to adopt a part of Newman’s significant narrowing of Dirks’ gift-giving principle. The Ninth Circuit’s decision generated a circuit split with the Second Circuit on the scope of tippee liability, which subsequently resulted in the Supreme Court’s Salman decision.154

To conduct the core analysis, the average run-up in the pre-Newman period and the average run-up in the post-Newman period were calculated and statistically evaluated. Table 2 provides these two averages and shows the primary finding that Newman increased the amount of insider trading, as reflected by target run-ups. As reflected in Table 2, while the average run-up in the pre-Newman period was 2.04%, the average run-up in the post-Newman period was 6.35%, which was more than three times higher than the pre-Newman average run-up (6.35/2.04=3.11).

Table 2. Pre- and Post-Newman Average Run-Ups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Newman</th>
<th>Post-Newman</th>
<th>Post−Pre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Run-Up</td>
<td>2.04%**</td>
<td>6.35%***</td>
<td>4.31%***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.23%, 3.85%]</td>
<td>[4.00%, 8.71%]</td>
<td>[1.36%, 7.27%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table 2 shows the average run-up for the pre- and post-Newman periods and the percentage point difference between the two averages. Standard errors are in parentheses. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are located below standard errors. Significance is denoted as ***=significant at 1%, **=significant at 5%, and *=significant at 10%. Denoted significance levels are for t-tests that the mean is zero (columns 1 and 2) and that the two means are identical (column 3). The table excludes the outlier events discussed in Part II.C.

The 4.31 percentage point difference between the pre-Newman average run-up and the post-Newman average run-up is significant at the 1% level. Furthermore, even though the post-Newman average run-up is significantly higher than the pre-Newman run-up, there is no

154 See supra Part I.D.
155 Significant at the 5% level. See infra Table 2.
156 Significant at the 1% level. See infra Table 2.
157 Represented as a percentage point difference between post- and pre-Newman averages.
158 In addition, as reflected in Table 2 supra, the upper bound of the ninety-five percent confidence interval for the pre-Newman average run-up is less than the lower bound of the ninety-five percent confidence interval for the post-Newman average run-up.

statistically significant linear trend in the run-up over the pre-Newman period.159

Finally, because the four outlier events occurring within the pre- or post-Newman period generate an extremely high average run-up in the post-Newman period,160 incorporating them into the analysis considerably magnifies the difference between the post-Newman average run-up and the pre-Newman average run-up. While the pre-Newman average run-up remains the same, the inclusion of the four outlier events causes the post-Newman average run-up to increase to 8.14%, which is almost four times higher than the pre-Newman run-up, thus suggesting an even greater effect of Newman on insider trading as measured by target run-ups.161

The statistically significant difference in the average run-up in the pre- and post-Newman periods extends to run-ups of durations other than thirty days. Table 3 below provides data similar to Table 2, but for run-up periods of ten, twenty, forty, and fifty days. For each of these other run-up periods, the average run-up during the post-Newman period is higher than the average run-up during the pre-Newman period and in all cases the difference is statistically significant.

Even for the relatively short ten-day run-up period, the post-Newman average run-up still remains almost three times higher than the pre-Newman average run-up (3.74/1.28=2.92). Additionally, while the post-Newman average run-up is statistically significant for each of the four other run-up periods in Table 3 at the 1% level, the pre-Newman average run-ups are not statistically significant for the forty- and fifty-day periods.

The run-up ratio is another measure used in empirical studies of insider trading.162 That measure provides further evidence of Newman’s

159 Regressing target run-ups on a time trend in the pre-Newman period yields a coefficient on the time trend equal to 0.00006 with a standard error of 0.00012, resulting in a p-value of 0.641.
160 As noted in supra note 136, the average run-up of the four outliers is 61.15%.
161 The 6.10 percentage point difference between the post-Newman run-up of 8.14% and the pre-Newman run-up of 2.04% is significant at the 5% level (p-value equal to 0.016).
effect on insider trading. The run-up ratio scales the average run-up by the average deal premium to targets. For a given target, the deal premium is defined as a target’s cumulative abnormal return occurring over the run-up period and over the additional period consisting of the date of the merger announcement and the day after the merger announcement.\textsuperscript{163} The average deal premium is the average of all of the individual targets’ deal premiums.

Table 3. Pre- and Post-Newman Average Run-Ups for Other Run-up Lengths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run-Up Period</th>
<th>Pre-Newman</th>
<th>Post-Newman</th>
<th>Post−Pre\textsuperscript{164}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-Day</td>
<td>1.28%**</td>
<td>3.74%***</td>
<td>2.46%**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Run-Up</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-Day</td>
<td>1.70%**</td>
<td>5.03%***</td>
<td>3.32%**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Run-Up</td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-day</td>
<td>1.52%</td>
<td>6.65%***</td>
<td>5.13%***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Run-Up</td>
<td>(0.019)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-Day</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>7.79%***</td>
<td>6.19%***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Run-Up</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
<td>(0.020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table 3 shows the average run-up for the pre- and post-Newman periods and the percentage point difference in the two averages for run-up periods other than the baseline thirty-day period. Standard errors are in parentheses. Significance is denoted as \(***\)=significant at 1%, \(**\)=significant at 5%, and \(*)=significant at 10%. Denoted significance levels are for t-tests that the mean is zero (columns 1 and 2) and that the two means are identical (column 3). The table excludes the outlier events discussed in Part II.C.

The run-up ratio is the ratio of the average run-up to the average deal premium. That ratio measures the amount of the average deal premium to targets that occurred over the run-up period rather than the period when the merger was publicly announced and the day after to reflect

\textsuperscript{163} In other words, a target’s total premium is the cumulative abnormal return calculated over the period spanning thirty days before the merger announcement to the day after the merger announcement.

\textsuperscript{164} Represented as a percentage point difference between the post- and pre-Newman averages.
any remaining price adjustment. All else equal, a higher run-up ratio reflects greater insider trading, because it means that relatively more of the average deal premium arose during the run-up period versus the period when the merger was or had been publicly announced, compared to a lower run-up ratio.

The run-up ratio and its two components are presented in Table 4 for both the pre- and post-Newman periods. The first row in Table 4 is the average run-up from Table 2. The second row is the average deal premium. The average deal premium for the pre-Newman period is 27.50%, meaning that on average a target firm had abnormal returns of 27.50% over the period spanning thirty days before the merger announcement and the day of and one day after the merger announcement. The post-Newman average deal premium is nearly identical to the pre-Newman average deal premium and there is no statistically significant difference between the two.¹⁶⁵

Table 4. Run-Up Ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Newman</th>
<th>Post-Newman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Run-Up</td>
<td>2.04%</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Deal Premium</td>
<td>27.50%</td>
<td>27.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-Up Ratio</td>
<td>7.42%</td>
<td>23.35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The first row of Table 4 is taken from Table 2 and shows the average run-up, separately for the pre-Newman period and the post-Newman period. The second row shows the average deal premium, which is defined as the average of targets' cumulative returns over the run-up period and the additional period consisting of the day of the merger announcement and the day after the merger announcement. The third row is the run-up ratio, which is the ratio of the average run-up and the average deal premium in the preceding two rows. The table excludes the outlier events discussed in Part II.C.

The run-up ratio is provided in the third row of Table 4. As shown there, for the pre-Newman period, the run-up ratio is 7.42%, meaning that only about 7.5% of the average deal premium in the pre-Newman period was attributed to the run-up period. In contrast, for the post-Newman period, nearly one quarter of the average deal premium

¹⁶⁵ The p-value associated with a t-test of equal means is 0.934.
occurred during the run-up period. As with the average run-up, there was a considerable increase in the run-up ratio: in the post-Newman period, the percentage of the average deal premium occurring during the run-up period was also more than 3 times higher \((23.35/7.42 = 3.15)\) than in the pre-Newman period.

B. Rumored Deals

Based just on comparisons of average target run-ups in the pre-Newman period and the post-Newman period, Newman had an effect on insider trading that was both statistically significant and economically meaningful. However, other factors may have appreciably influenced a target’s run-up. By far the most important of these factors is whether the deal was the subject of rumors.\(^{166}\) On average, a rumored deal will have a considerably higher run-up than a non-rumored deal.\(^{167}\) A failure to control for deal rumors therefore could lead to an erroneous conclusion that Newman had an effect on insider trading when the data simply reflect the fact that deal rumors had a differential effect on run-ups in the pre-Newman period than on run-ups in the post-Newman period.

As discussed in Part II.D, news stories were reviewed to identify which of the merger announcements in the sample were associated with deal rumors. Of the 271 merger announcements in the pre- and post-Newman periods, fifty-seven, or 21%, were rumored deals, while the remaining 79% were non-rumored deals. As expected, rumored deals had a much higher average run-up than non-rumored deals. For rumored deals, the average run-up was 9.49\(^{168}\) while the average run-up for non-rumored deals was 2.45\(^{169}\). The 7.04 percentage point difference between the two average run-ups is statistically significant at the 1% level.\(^{170}\)

Given the importance of rumors on the run-up, it is important to analyze the frequency of rumored deals in the post-Newman period relative to the pre-Newman period. As shown in Table 5 below, rumored deals are not equally distributed across the pre- and post-Newman periods. The percentage of rumored deals in the pre-Newman period is

\(^{166}\) See, e.g., Jarrell & Poulsen, supra note 107, at 226.

\(^{167}\) See id. at 240-41.

\(^{168}\) Significant at the 1% level.

\(^{169}\) Significant at the 1% level.

\(^{170}\) Also as expected, a higher percentage of the total deal premium occurs during the day of the announcement and the day after for non-rumored deals than rumored deals. Specifically, the average cumulative abnormal return over the announcement day and the day after the announcement for non-rumored deals is 25.56% and for rumored deals is 15.43% (with a p-value associated with a t-test of equal means of 0.019).
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approximately 16%, while in the post-Newman period the percentage of rumored deals is almost twice as high, approximately 28%. In light of this finding, it may be that the empirical finding from the previous Section that the average run-up in the post-Newman period is higher than the average run-up in the pre-Newman period merely reflects the fact that a greater fraction of the deals in the post-Newman period are rumored deals than in the pre-Newman period.

Table 5. Frequency of Non-Rumored and Rumored Deals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Newman</th>
<th>Post-Newman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Rumored</td>
<td>84.21%</td>
<td>72.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=128)</td>
<td>(n=86)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumored</td>
<td>15.79%</td>
<td>27.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n=24)</td>
<td>(n=33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table 5 shows the percentage of non-rumored deals and rumored deals in the pre-Newman period and the post-Newman period. Sample sizes are in parentheses. The table excludes the outlier events discussed in Part II.C.

Further analysis shows this not to be the case. The next Section uses regressions to control for the effect of deal rumors. Those regressions show that after controlling for deal rumors, Newman had a statistically significant effect on insider trading as measured by the run-up.

A different way to incorporate the effects of merger rumors into the analysis is to look at the effects of Newman separately for non-rumored mergers and rumored mergers. The first two columns of Table 6 below show the average run-up for the pre- and post-Newman periods, separately for non-rumored mergers and rumored mergers. While rumored deals were proportionally more prevalent in the post-Newman period than the pre-Newman period, Table 6 shows that the average run-up for both types of mergers was higher in the post-Newman period than the pre-Newman period. For non-rumored deals, the average run-up was more than two percentage points higher in the post-Newman period than the pre-Newman period. For rumored deals, the average run-up was more than six percentage points higher in the post-Newman period than the pre-Newman period. Each of those differences is statistically significant at the 10% level. Therefore, as measured by the run-up, mergers are associated with greater insider trading in the post-Newman period.
period than in the pre-Newman period, even after controlling for the incidence of merger rumors post-Newman.\textsuperscript{171}

**Table 6. Average Run-Ups For Rumored and Non-Rumored Deals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-Newman</th>
<th>Post-Newman</th>
<th>Post−Pre\textsuperscript{172}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Rumored</td>
<td>1.32%\textsuperscript{173} (0.009)</td>
<td>4.14%*** (0.013)</td>
<td>2.82* (0.016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumored</td>
<td>5.89%** (0.028)</td>
<td>12.12%*** (0.024)</td>
<td>6.26* (0.037)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table 6 shows the average run-up for the pre- and post-Newman periods and the difference between the two, separately for non-rumored mergers and rumored mergers. Standard errors are in parentheses. Significance denoted as ***=significant at 1%, **=significant at 5%, and *=significant at 10%. Denoted significance levels are for t-tests that the mean is zero (columns 1 and 2) and that the means are identical (column 3). The table excludes the outlier events discussed in Part II.C.

Analyzing the run-up ratio discussed in the previous Section separately for non-rumored and rumored mergers provides additional evidence that Newman had an effect on both types of mergers. Figure 1 below depicts the pre- and post-Newman run-up ratios for non-rumored and rumored deals. The run-up ratio is higher in the post-Newman period than the pre-Newman period for both types of deals.\textsuperscript{174}

\textsuperscript{171} Of the four outlier events occurring in the pre- or post-Newman period, three were non-rumored deals and one was a rumored deal. Because the three outlier non-rumored deals each had an extremely positive run-up and occurred during the post-Newman period, incorporating them into the analysis causes the post-Newman run-up for non-rumored deals to increase from 4.14% to 7.78%. This 7.78% amount represents a nearly six-fold increase in average run-ups for non-rumored deals following Newman (7.78/1.32=5.89). The one rumored outlier deal had a substantially negative run-up (~93%) and occurred in the post-Newman period. Incorporating this rumored deal causes the post-Newman run-up to decrease to 9.05%. The 9.05% post-Newman average run-up for rumored deals is still considerably higher than the 5.89% pre-Newman average run-up for rumored deals, but because the inclusion of the outlier generates a relatively high dispersion of run-ups in the post-Newman period, the difference in the two lacks statistical significance at the 10% level (the p-value is 0.508).

\textsuperscript{172} Represented as a percentage point difference between the post- and pre-Newman averages.

\textsuperscript{173} The p-value for the t-test is 16.35.

\textsuperscript{174} For non-rumored deals, the pre-Newman run-up ratio is 4.67% and the post-Newman run-up ratio is 14.99%. For rumored deals, the pre-Newman run-up ratio is 25.26% and the post-Newman run-up ratio is 46.37%.
Figure 1. Pre- and Post-Newman Run-Up Ratios for Rumored and Non-Rumored Deals

Note: Figure 1 provides the run-up ratio for the pre-Newman period and the post-Newman period, separately for non-rumored mergers and rumored mergers. The figure excludes the outlier events discussed in Part II.C.

C. Regression Analysis

It is also possible that factors other than deal rumors have differential effects on run-ups in the pre-Newman period than in the post-Newman period. If so, the analysis should also control for those other factors. One method of doing so is to regress target run-ups on appreciable determinants of the run-up that may have differing effects in the pre-Newman period than in the post-Newman period. Others have similarly used regressions to evaluate the effects of a policy change or some other factor on the extent of insider trading as measured by the run-up. See, e.g., Chira & Madura, supra note 115; Reeb et al., supra note 116, at 539-41.

While potentially less important than whether a deal was rumored, another factor that is known to have a meaningful effect on target run-up is whether the deal was a tender offer. As discussed, studies have shown that the run-up associated with a tender offer is on average
higher than the run-up associated with other types of business combinations.\textsuperscript{176}

The data indicate that a slightly greater fraction of the deals in the post-\textit{Newman} period were tender offers than in the pre-\textit{Newman} period. In the pre-\textit{Newman} period, 24 of the 152 deals, or about 15.79\%, are tender offers. In the post-\textit{Newman} period, 20 of the 119 deals, or about 16.81\%, are tender offers. Some of the regressions that follow control for whether the deal was a tender offer and also include an interaction between the tender offer indicator and the post-\textit{Newman} indicator. The inclusion of the interaction term allows an assessment of whether \textit{Newman}'s effect on tender offers was different than its effect on other deal types.

Some regression specifications also include an additional set of variables that may also have a statistically significant effect on target run-ups.\textsuperscript{177} In particular, because target size may influence the run-up, those additional controls include a variable for target size as measured by the natural log of the market capitalization of the target four weeks before the merger announcement. The additional controls also include a variable indicating whether the acquirer filed a Rule 13D or 13G form, or any amendment, ninety days before the merger was announced. The set of additional variables also includes a control for whether the acquirer was a non-U.S. company.

Finally, as discussed above in Section A, there is no statistically significant time trend in the pre-\textit{Newman} period.\textsuperscript{178} Nonetheless, to confirm that the results are not being driven by a temporal trend in the pre-\textit{Newman} period, some of the regression specifications include a linear time trend.

Table 7 below provides the results of six different regression specifications. In addition to the post-\textit{Newman} indicator variable, the first specification includes an indicator variable controlling for whether the merger was rumored. Though not surprising given the results in the last Section, the regression shows that even after controlling for deal rumors, \textit{Newman} had a statistically significant effect on insider trading, as measured by target run-ups. The coefficient for deal rumors is positive, relatively high, and statistically significant, which is also to be expected given the results in the previous Section.

\textsuperscript{176} See Del Guercio et al., \textit{Online Appendix}, \textit{supra} note 150, at 22 (for six of the seven date ranges provided, the average run-up for tender offers greater than the average run-up up for all deals).

\textsuperscript{177} See \textit{supra} Part II.D for a discussion on data gathering and calculations concerning these other variables.

\textsuperscript{178} See \textit{supra} Part III.A.
Table 7. Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Spec. 1</th>
<th>Spec. 2</th>
<th>Spec. 3</th>
<th>Spec. 4</th>
<th>Spec. 5</th>
<th>Spec. 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-Newman</td>
<td>0.0355**</td>
<td>0.0318**</td>
<td>0.0313**</td>
<td>0.0600*</td>
<td>0.0589*</td>
<td>0.0532*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0148)</td>
<td>(0.0156)</td>
<td>(0.0157)</td>
<td>(0.0312)</td>
<td>(0.0309)</td>
<td>(0.0312)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0192</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
<td>0.0223</td>
<td>0.0318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0093)</td>
<td>(0.0096)</td>
<td>(0.0264)</td>
<td>(0.0201)</td>
<td>(0.0203)</td>
<td>(0.0304)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumor</td>
<td>0.0641***</td>
<td>0.0652***</td>
<td>0.0689***</td>
<td>0.0634***</td>
<td>0.0645***</td>
<td>0.0677***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0200)</td>
<td>(0.0199)</td>
<td>(0.0220)</td>
<td>(0.0199)</td>
<td>(0.0198)</td>
<td>(0.0220)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender Offer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0307</td>
<td>0.0321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0283)</td>
<td>(0.0283)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender Offer × Post-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0314</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0433)</td>
<td>(0.0451)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Variables</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included179</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Trend Included</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R sqr.</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Significance denoted as ***=significant at 1%, **=significant at 5%, and *=significant at 10%. The table excludes the outlier events discussed in Part II.C.

The second regression specification adds the tender offer and tender offer interaction term (noted respectively as “Tender Offer” and “Tender Offer × Post-Newman” in Table 7), while the third regression also adds the three controls discussed above. As shown in Table 7, the relationship between Newman and target run-ups persists after further controlling for those other variables — in each of those two other specifications, the coefficient on the post-Newman indicator variable is significant at the 5% level.180

Across specifications 1 through 3, the average post-Newman run-up is 3.13 to 3.55 percentage points higher than the average pre-Newman

---

179 Consists of the three additional controls discussed in the text: the natural log of the market capitalization of the target four weeks before the merger announcement; an indicator variable associated with the acquirer filing a Rule 13D or 13G form, or any amendment, ninety days before the merger announcement; and an indicator variable associated with the acquirer being a non-U.S. company.

180 The p-values for the post-Newman indicator variable for specifications 1 through 3 in Table 7 supra are 0.017, 0.043, and 0.047, respectively.
run-up. In addition, the constant term, which measures the average run-up in the pre-Newman period conditional on the other included variables, is not statistically significant from zero at any conventional level of significance in any of the three specifications. That is not the case in any of the three specifications for the average run-up in the post-Newman period. These regression results further buttress the findings from the previous Sections that Newman increased insider trading as measured by target run-ups.

As also shown in Table 7, neither the coefficient on the tender offer indicator variable nor the coefficient on the interaction between the post-Newman indicator variable and the tender offer indicator is statistically significant in specification 2 or 3. The statistically insignificant coefficient on the tender offer interaction means that, as measured by target run-ups, Newman’s effect on insider trading was not statistically different for tender offers than other deal types. The next part of the Article discusses this empirical finding.

Specifications 4 through 6 add a linear time trend to specifications 1 through 3. As expected, the post-Newman indicator continues to be positive and statistically significant with the linear trend added, though at a 10% significance level, rather than 5%. The coefficient on the time trend is not significant in any of the three specifications. An additional set of regressions similar to specifications 4 through 6 were conducted but with an additional interaction between the time trend and the post-Newman indicator. In each of these regressions, the coefficient on the post-Newman indicator variable is positive and significant at the 1% level.

181 The p-values for the constant term for the specifications 1 through 3 in Table 7 supra are 0.268, 0.554, and 0.469, respectively.
182 Removal of the tender offer interaction term in specifications 2 and 3 in Table 7 supra results in a statistically significant and positive coefficient for the tender offer indicator. Without the tender offer interaction term, the coefficient on the tender offer indicator variable in specifications 2 and 3 is 0.0369 (p-value equal to 0.092) and 0.0424 (p-value equal to 0.059), respectively. The coefficient on the post-Newman indicator remains statistically significant with the removal of the tender offer interaction term (p-values equal to 0.018 and 0.016 in specifications 2 and 3, respectively).
183 The p-value for the tender offer indicator variable is 0.658 in specification 2 and 0.524 in specification 3 in Table 7 supra.
184 The p-values for the post-Newman indicator variable for specifications 4 through 6 in Table 7 supra are 0.055, 0.058, and 0.078, respectively.
185 The p-values for the coefficient on the time trend in specifications 4 through 6 in Table 7 supra are 0.369, 0.325, and 0.389.
186 While there is no statistically significant time trend in the pre-Newman period, see supra note 159, there is a downward trend in run-ups in the post-Newman period. See infra Part III.D.
An additional hypothesis that can be tested is whether rumors had a larger effect on run-ups post-Newman. For instance, it may be that after Newman, the market considered deal rumors more likely to be accurate, in which case rumored deals would have a greater effect on the run-up after Newman, all else equal. The statistical tests do not support this hypothesis. Regressions similar to the six specifications in Table 7 were conducted but with an additional interaction between the rumor indicator variable and the post-Newman indicator variable. The coefficient on the rumor interaction term was not statistically significant in any of the specifications.\textsuperscript{187}

Finally, the six regressions reflected in Table 7 were rerun but after adding back the excluded four outlier events in the relevant period. Because those observations increase the observed average run-up in the post-Newman period, adding them to the regressions generally increases the estimated effect of Newman on insider trading as measured by the run-up,\textsuperscript{188} though the outliers cause the relevant coefficients to be imprecisely estimated and lose statistical significance in some specifications.\textsuperscript{189}

\textbf{D. The Pronounced Then Dampened Effects of Newman}

This Section examines the short- and long-term effects of Newman on insider trading. It shows that, as measured by the run-up, Newman had an especially pronounced effect on insider trading in the period just

\textsuperscript{187} Including a rumor interaction term causes the coefficient on the rumor indicator variable, which is statistically significant in all six specifications in Table 7, to no longer be significantly different from zero in any specification. With the inclusion of a rumor interaction term, the coefficient on the post-Newman indicator variable remains positive in all six specifications in Table 7 \textit{supra} and statistically significant in specifications 1, 4, and 5 at the 10\% level, though not in specifications 2, 3, and 6 (p-values for these latter three specifications are 0.147, 0.138, and 0.116, respectively).

\textsuperscript{188} In particular, adding the outlier events causes the coefficient on the post-Newman indicator variable in the first specification in Table 7 \textit{supra} to increase from 0.036 to 0.058 and in the fourth specification to increase from 0.060 to 0.066. Adding the outlier events to specifications 2 and 3 in Table 7 causes the coefficients on both the post-Newman indicator and the tender offer interaction term to increase. Adding the outlier events to specifications 5 and 6 causes the coefficient on the post-Newman indicator variable to decrease but the coefficient on the tender offer interaction term to increase.

\textsuperscript{189} With the outlier events added, the coefficient on the post-Newman indicator term is statistically significant at the 5\% level in specification 1 in Table 7 \textit{supra} (p-value equal to 0.026), at the 10\% level in specifications 3 and 4 (p-value equal to 0.090 and 0.079, respectively), but not at the 10\% level in specifications, 2, 4, and 5 (p-value equal to 0.105, 0.148, and 0.234, respectively). As with the regressions in Table 7, the coefficient on the tender offer interaction term is not significant at the 10\% level in any of the six specifications with the outlier events added.
after the Second Circuit issued its decision, but the effect lessened in subsequent periods. The analysis shows that the mitigation of Newman’s effects on insider trading not only occurred during the period after the Ninth Circuit issued Salman on July 6, 2015 but also in the later part of the post-Newman period, before the Ninth Circuit issued Salman.

As discussed in Part II.A, in addition to gathering data in the pre- and post-Newman periods, data were also gathered on mergers announced in the ninety days after the Ninth Circuit issued Salman, which the Article refers to as the “post-Salman (Ninth) period.” The statistical analysis shows that the average run-up in the post-Salman (Ninth) period was 2.31%, considerably lower than the 6.35% average run-up in the post-Newman period, and only 0.27 percentage points higher than the pre-Newman average run-up. That 0.27 percentage point increase represents a 13% increase to the pre-Newman average run-up — compared to the more than 200% increase to the pre-Newman average run-up in the post-Newman period — and the 0.27 percentage point difference between the post-Salman (Ninth) and pre-Newman average run-up is not statistically significant. This analysis shows that Newman’s effects on insider trading as measured by the run-up was substantially lower in the period after the Ninth Circuit issued Salman than in the period before Salman.

But the data also indicate that Newman’s effect on insider trading became less pronounced even within the post-Newman period, i.e., before the Ninth Circuit’s Salman decision. To see this, it is helpful to look at target run-ups graphically. For that purpose, the time period spanning the start of the pre-Newman period (February 16, 2014) to the end of the post-Salman (Ninth) period (October 4, 2015) was dissected into separate and successive twenty-day time periods.

Figure 2 below graphs the average run-up across these twenty-day periods. The figure demarcates the pre-Newman period, the post-Newman period, and the post-Salman (Ninth) period. While there is variation in the pre-Newman and the post-Salman (Ninth) period, there is no discernible visual difference between the average run-up in the

---

190 As noted in Table 1, there are fifty-two observations in the post-Salman (Ninth) period, excluding an outlier event with an extreme negative run-up of −64.02%. See supra Table 1 and Part II.C.

191 The p-value associated with a t-test of equal means is 0.910. Adding the outlier event, see supra note 190, decreases the post-Salman (Ninth) average run-up to 1.05%. This average run-up is also statistically indistinguishable from the pre-Newman average run-up; the p-value associated with a t-test of equal means in this case is 0.709.

192 The twenty-day time period that includes Newman, for instance, spans November 21, 2014 to December 10, 2014. The average run-up across this twenty-day period was 2.23%.
pre-Newman period and the post-Salman (Ninth) period, as the statistical comparison above more formally shows. In addition, consistent with the discussion in Section A above, there is no discernible time trend in run-ups within the pre-Newman period. Those run-ups oscillate but generally stay around the 2.04% average run-up for the entire pre-Newman period.

Figure 2. Average Run-Up Across Twenty-Day Time Periods

![Figure 2](image)

Note: Figure 2 shows the average run-up across twenty-day time periods. The two vertical lines identify the twenty-day periods encompassing the day the Second Circuit issued Newman and the day the Ninth Circuit issued Salman. The period to the left of the first vertical line represents the pre-Newman period and the period in between the two vertical lines represents the post-Newman period. The area to the right of the second vertical line represents the post-Salman (Ninth) period. The figure excludes the outlier events discussed in Part II.C.

Figure 2 also shows that the average run-up substantially increased immediately after Newman. Additionally, the average run-ups depicted in Figure 2 fluctuated somewhat during the first half of the post-Newman period but remained higher than the pre-Newman average run-up. Figure 2 then shows a downward trend in the plotted average run-ups during the second half of the post-Newman period and indicates that by the end of the post-Newman period, and before the Ninth Circuit issued Salman, the plotted average run-ups were considerably lower than they were immediately after the Second Circuit issued Newman.
Table 8. Average Run-Up for Sub-Intervals of the Post-Newman Period and for the Post-Salman (Ninth) Period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Interval</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Average Run-up</th>
<th>Avg. Run-up – Avg. Pre-Newman Run-up&lt;sup&gt;193&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Days 1-60 after Newman</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>9.38%***</td>
<td>7.34***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 11, 2014-February 8, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days 61-120 after Newman</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8.35%***</td>
<td>6.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 9, 2015-April 9, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days 121-150 after Newman</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5.66%*</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 10, 2015-May 9, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days 151-180 after Newman</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2.66%</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 10, 2015-June 8, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 181 after Newman to Salman (Ninth)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.20%</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 9, 2015-July 6, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Salman (Ninth)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2.31%</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 7, 2015-October 4, 2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Table 8 shows, in column 3, the average run-up for five sub-intervals of the post-Newman period and for the post-Salman (Ninth) period. Column 4 shows the percentage point difference between the average run-up for the sub-interval and the average pre-Newman run-up (2.04%). Column 2 shows the number of observations in the sub-interval or period. Significance is denoted as ***=significant at 1%, **=significant at 5%, and *=significant at 10%. Denoted significance levels are for t-tests that the mean is zero (column 3) and that the mean run-up in the sub-interval or post-Salman (Ninth) period and the pre-Newman period are identical (column 4). The table excludes the outlier events discussed in Part II.C.

<sup>193</sup> Represented as a percentage point difference between the sub-interval’s average run-up and the pre-Newman average run-up (2.04).
Further analysis confirms that the average run-up in the post-

*Newman* period eventually started decreasing in the post-*Newman* period and was significantly lower in latter parts of the post-*Newman* period than in earlier parts. This can be seen in Table 8 above, which provides in column 3 the average run-up for various sub-intervals of the post-*Newman* period and the *Salman* (Ninth) period and, in column 4, the difference between the average run-up and the average run-up for the pre-*Newman* period.

Focusing initially on the first two rows, Table 8 confirms that, as measured by the run-up, *Newman* had a dramatic effect on insider trading in the period right after the Second Circuit’s decision. The average run-up for the first and second sixty-day period after *Newman* respectively was 7.34 and 6.31 percentage points higher than the pre-*Newman* average run-up, which constitute, respectively, a remarkable 360% and 309% increase to the pre-*Newman* average run-up.

Table 8 also shows that the average run-up started decreasing during latter parts of the post-*Newman* period. As shown in Table 8, the average run-up for the post-*Newman* period limited to 120-151 days after *Newman* was 3.62 percentage points higher than the pre-*Newman* average run-up, compared to the 7.34 and 6.31 percentage point differences associated with the earlier post-*Newman* sub-intervals.

The difference between the sub-interval average run-ups and the pre-*Newman* average run-up decreased further during the last two post-*Newman* sub-intervals shown in Table 8: 0.62 percentage points for the second to last sub-interval and 1.16 percentage points for the last sub-interval. These percentage point increases constitute, respectively, a 30% and 57% increase to the pre-*Newman* average run-up, which are considerably lower than the 360% and 309% increases to the pre-*Newman* average run-up in the two sub-intervals immediately after the Second Circuit’s decision. In addition, as shown in Table 8, for each of these last two sub-intervals and for the preceding subinterval, the difference between the sub-interval’s average run-up and the pre-*Newman* average run-up is not statistically significant.194 This analysis shows that *Newman*’s pronounced effects on insider trading had lessened even before the Ninth Circuit issued its decision in *Salman*, a finding that is discussed in the next Part.

194 The p-value associated with a t-test comparing the equality of the pre-*Newman* mean run-up and the mean run-up for each of these three sub-intervals in Table 8 supra is: 0.265 (for the sub-interval 121-150 days after *Newman*), 0.831 (for the sub-interval 151-180 days after *Newman*), and 0.671 (for the sub-interval 181 days after *Newman* to *Salman* (Ninth)).
IV. DISCUSSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The empirical findings in the previous Part demonstrate that Newman had an effect on insider trading as measured by merger target run-ups. This Part discusses those findings and their policy implications.

A. The Effects of Doctrinal Change on Insider Trading

The empirical analysis above provides strong evidence that changes in insider trading law affect the extent of insider trading, and that the effects may be dramatic. In Newman, the Second Circuit limited both parts of Dirks’ rule for when a tippee trading on material, nonpublic information violates Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, thereby significantly weakening insider trading law as it relates to tippee liability.\textsuperscript{195} The empirical analysis shows that the decision was not without consequence. While it is well-known that Newman affected pending insider trading prosecutions, the results above show something different: Newman’s weakening of insider trading law had a statistically significant effect on the amount of insider trading as measured by merger target run-ups. The difference in average target run-ups pre- and post-Newman persists after controlling for deal rumors and other factors and is present in each of the additional run-up periods that were evaluated in addition to the thirty-day baseline period.

The empirical analysis also shows that Newman’s effect on insider trading was substantial. The average run-up of merger targets in the approximate seven-month period between Newman and the Ninth Circuit’s decision in Salman was more than three times higher than the average run-up of merger targets in the period before Newman. In its petition for certiorari seeking review of the Second Circuit’s decision, the government argued that “because the widely publicized ruling [in Newman] raises the bar to prosecuting insider trading, it increases the chances that such conduct will proliferate . . . . The Second Circuit’s decision is likely to exacerbate that phenomenon by emboldening analysts and other sophisticated market participants to engage in behavior hitherto restricted by Dirks.”\textsuperscript{196} The empirical analysis shows that the government was accurate in its prediction.

While intuition and economic theory suggest that changes in insider trading law would affect the amount of insider trading — especially by sophisticated professional traders who carefully balance the costs and

\textsuperscript{195} See supra Part I.C.

\textsuperscript{196} Petition for a Writ of Certiorari at 33, United States v. Newman, 773 F.3d 438 (2d Cir. 2014) (No. 15-137), 2015 WL 4572753 at *33.
benefits of their trading — it is largely unknown if that is actually the case and just how responsive traders’ behavior may be to change in law. Prior empirical research assessing whether changes in insider trading law affect the amount of insider trading is relatively limited. First, as discussed further in the next Section, a number of scholars have evaluated whether changes in the enforcement of insider trading law — either by itself or combined with changes in insider trading law — affects the extent of insider trading, but the enforcement of insider trading law, while related, is distinct from changes in insider trading law itself. Second, largely through cross-sectional empirical studies of countries’ insider trading laws, scholars also have evaluated how the enactment of insider trading law affects the extent of insider trading.197 Some scholars have also empirically evaluated how SEC rules influence insider trading.198

While these studies are valuable in their own right, the development of insider trading law, at least in the United States, occurs primarily through judicial decisions such as Dirks and Newman, rather than statutory or SEC rule changes.199 Understanding the relationship between insider trading law and the extent of insider trading therefore necessitates an


understanding of how judicially-generated changes in insider trading law influence insider trading activity. Prior research has focused its analysis on the effects of insider trading cases on one specific category of traders — corporate insiders — and the empirical findings of those papers are mixed. This Article's empirical analysis, instead, does not limit itself to evaluating the effects of judicially-generated changes in insider trading law on just corporate insiders but instead encompasses the effects on insider trading generally, regardless of trader type.

The empirical analysis further indicates that depending on the nature of the legal change, insider trading can be extremely responsive to changes in the law. As shown in Part III.D above, in the period immediately following Newman, the average target run-up shot up from about 2% in the pre-Newman period to approximately 9.4% in the sixty-day period after Newman — a more than 350% increase in the average run-up.

The analysis also indicates that Newman's substantial effects on insider trading as reflected by target run-ups abated after subsequent developments in the law. First, in Salman, the Ninth Circuit rejected the defendant's request to adopt Newman and created a circuit split on the scope of tippee liability that the Supreme Court would ultimately address in its Salman decision. Consistent with the Ninth Circuit's more expansive articulation of the scope of tippee liability in Salman compared to the Second Circuit's articulation in Newman, average run-ups in the period analyzed after Salman were considerably lower than the average run-ups in the post-Newman period. In addition, the average run-up in the analyzed period after the Ninth Circuit's Salman decision was just 0.27 percentage points higher than the average run-up in the pre-Newman period — much less than the difference between the post-Newman average run-up and the pre-Newman average run-up —

---

200 For example, in an early important paper, Jaffe examined how the district court decision giving rise to the Second Circuit's Texas Gulf Sulphur decision, as well as the SEC's filing of the complaint in that case and the SEC's Cody, Roberts decision, affected the trading patterns of corporate insiders. Jaffe, supra note 110, at 105. Jaffe finds that those cases and the filing of the complaint had no significant effect on the volume or profitability of corporate insiders' trades. Id. at 114. Seyhun examined whether the Supreme Court's Chiarella decision, and the enactment of Insider Trading and Securities Fraud Enforcement Act of 1988, affected the volume and profitability of trading by insiders. Seyhun, supra note 110. While the statutory change had no effect, Seyhun finds that, in contrast to Jaffe, that the change in case law affected the volume and profitability of trades by corporate insiders. Id. at 150-51; see also Steven A. Allen, The Response of Insider Trading to Changes in Regulatory Standards, 29 Q.J. BUS. & ECON. 47 (1990) (conducting further empirical analysis on the effects of Texas Gulf Sulphur on trading by corporate insiders).

201 See supra Table 8.
It would be incorrect, however, to conclude that the mitigation to *Newman*'s effect on insider trading started only after the Ninth Circuit issued *Salman*. As shown in Part III.D, average run-ups in the latter parts of the post-*Newman* period were lower than the average run-ups in the earlier parts of the post-*Newman* period. This identified downward trend in the average run-up in the latter parts of the post-*Newman* period is an interesting empirical finding. While no appellate decision during this time rejected or even addressed *Newman*'s paring back of the scope of tippee liability, the average run-up in the post-*Newman* period started decreasing. There are several possible explanations for the eventual downward reversion in the average run-up in the post-*Newman* period, but a likely candidate is the further evolution in the law that occurred in the latter part of the post-*Newman* period.

As discussed in Part I.D, in the months following *Newman*, district courts issued rulings circumscribing the perceived reach of *Newman*—most notably, *SEC v. Payton*, in which Judge Rakoff distinguished between the heightened standards for criminal liability at issue in *Newman* and the lower standards for civil liability at issue in SEC actions. In response to these decisions, legal commentators began cautioning hedge funds and other professional traders to mitigate their reliance on *Newman* when structuring their trading activities and explained that cases like *Payton* show that remote tippees remain subject to SEC civil enforcement and substantial civil liability.

While the decisions in the period between *Newman* and the Ninth Circuit’s *Salman* decision were district court opinions, and thus would

---

202 See supra notes 86, 88 and accompanying text.
204 See supra note 89.
have had less precedential import than an appellate decision such as *Newman*, they still nonetheless exerted a mitigating effect on *Newman*’s influence on insider trading. In addition to cabining the perceived scope of *Newman*, these lower court decisions infused ambiguity into aspects of *Newman* that had seemingly established clear rules for tippee liability, such as the requirement that the tippee know that the tipper received a personal benefit. As demonstrated by economic models of deterrence, ambiguity in the law can facilitate deterrence.\(^{206}\)

As measured by target run-ups, *Newman*’s effect on insider trading was considerably lower in the latter parts of the post-*Newman* period than in the period immediately after the Second Circuit issued its decision. Of the various sub-intervals of the post-*Newman* period analyzed in Part III.D, the average run-up in the sub-interval immediately after *Newman* was almost three times higher than in the sub-interval immediately before the Ninth Circuit’s *Salman* decision \((9.38/3.20=2.93)\). As this analysis shows, *Newman*’s substantial effect on insider trading lessened over time.

The empirical findings concerning the control variables used in the analysis are also informative. Consistent with prior research, the empirical analysis shows that deal rumors have a substantial and statistically significant effect on the run-up in the stock price of merger targets. A failure to control for deal rumors when using target run-ups as a measure of insider trading can lead to erroneous policy conclusions. Even if a change in law generates no discernible effect to target run-ups, the legal change nonetheless still may have had a significant effect on insider trading if a dissimilar fraction of deals were the subject of rumors before the change in law than after.

Analysis of the tender offer control variable yields another interesting empirical finding. Like insider trading in connection with other deal types, insider trading in connection with a tender offer is prohibited under Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, but also is subject to the specific tender offer prohibition of Rule 14e-3.\(^{207}\) Because Rule 14e-3 was not at issue in *Newman*, it may be that *Newman*’s effect on the extent of insider trading was different for tender offers than other deal types. This is not reflected in the empirical analysis, which evidenced no statistically significant difference between *Newman*’s effect on insider trading in

\(^{206}\) See, e.g., Richard Craswell & John E. Calfee, *Deterrence and Uncertain Legal Standards*, 2 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 279, 279-80 (1986) (developing an economic model of deterrence in which uncertainty about the legal standard generates over-compliance or under-compliance with the standard).

\(^{207}\) See supra Part I.A.
advance of tender offers and its effect on insider trading in advance of other deal types.

One explanation for this latter finding is that while traders understood Newman to have limited the scope of tippee liability, and accordingly modified their trading behavior in response, they did not base their behavioral decisions on the legal nuances between Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, which were at issue in Newman and which predicate liability in a classical case on breach of fiduciary duty, and Rule 14e-3, which does not require a breach of fiduciary duty. Indeed, in the period after Newman, no court appears to have issued any written opinion addressing Newman’s applicability to Rule 14e-3.

B. Enforcement of Insider Trading Law

The empirical findings in Part III also directly inform and relate to prior research on the effects of increased enforcement of insider trading law on insider trading. A number of scholars have evaluated whether increased enforcement of insider trading law influences the amount of insider trading and other relevant factors pertinent to insider trading. Scholars have also evaluated the relationship between the combined effects of enhanced enforcement of insider trading law and the judicial strengthening of insider trading law on insider trading. Though not

---

209 One of the earliest studies is by Bhattacharya and Daouk, who conduct a cross-sectional analysis of nations’ insider trading laws. Bhattacharya & Daouk, supra note 197. They look at the effects of insider trading law on the cost of equity and find that while a nation’s cost of equity does not change after the introduction of insider trading law, cost of equity decreases significantly after first enforcement of the law. See id. Empirical research that more directly evaluates the relationship between greater enforcement of insider trading law and the amount of insider trading includes: Del Guercio et al., The Deterrent Effect, supra note 115 (finding that increased SEC enforcement of insider trading decreased insider trading); Chira & Madura, supra note 115 (finding that the filing of the complaints in the Galleon case decreased insider trading); Beny & Seyhun, supra note 109 (finding a positive relationship between the level of insider trading enforcement and the amount of insider trading); Bris, supra note 115 (finding that increased enforcement of insider trading law increases both the incidence and profitability of insider trading); Ackerman et al., supra note 197 (finding that increased enforcement of insider trading has a small but often undetectable effect on insider trading). See also Beny, Preliminary Comparative Evidence, supra note 197; Beny, Do Investors Value Insider Trading Law, supra note 197.

210 Tanimura and Wehrly empirically evaluate whether enhanced SEC enforcement of insider trading law and judicial and other changes in insider trading law had an effect on insider trading. Tanimura & Wehrly, supra note 117. Tanimura and Wehrly compare
uniformly the case, these studies generally find that increased enforcement of insider trading law results in less insider trading, all else equal.  

An important finding documented by these and other papers of empirical insider trading is that, as measured by the run-up, the amount of insider trading is significantly lower in more recent decades than in earlier decades. The Article’s empirical findings show that Newman substantially disrupted the general downward trend in target run-ups and caused insider trading levels as reflected by target run-ups to temporarily revert back to levels not seen in years.

For example, using a twenty-day run-up length, Del Guercio, Odders-White, and Ready estimated the average run-up for merger targets across various time blocks spanning 1981 to 2013. For the periods 1981-1985 and 1986-1990, the authors find that the average run-up was 7.2% and 8.1%, respectively, which, when combined with the authors’ calculated average deal premium, implies a run-up ratio of 42.1% and 34.2%, respectively. The authors find that these amounts are substantially smaller in later years. For the final two periods they examine — 2006-2010 and 2011-2013 — the authors find that the average run-up was only 2.6% in both periods, which implies a run-up ratio of 10.1% in 2006-2010 and 8.5% in 2011-2013.

The authors insider trading in the period 1935-1951 with insider trading in the period 1962-1974. The authors attribute the former period to low levels of SEC enforcement of insider trading law and relatively weak insider trading law and the latter period to heightened levels of enforcement and stronger insider trading law, including the SEC’s Cody, Roberts decision (issued in 1961), the district court and Second Circuit decisions in Texas Gulf Sulphur (issued in 1966 and 1968, respectively), and the Second Circuit’s decision in Shapiro v. Merrill Lynch. See id. at 1-2, 24-26. Tanimura and Wehrly use three measures of insider trading and find that the enhanced SEC enforcement and stronger insider trading law diminished insider trading with respect to each of those three measures. See id. at 2.
attribute the decrease in these amounts to increased SEC enforcement of insider trading law.\textsuperscript{215}

Using the same twenty-day run-up length as Del Guercio, Odders-White, and Ready, the average run-up in the pre-Newman period (February 16, 2014 to December 10, 2014) was 1.70\%,\textsuperscript{216} which corresponds to a run-up ratio of almost 7\%.\textsuperscript{217} Therefore, putting aside any differences in the configurations of the two samples and estimation technique,\textsuperscript{218} and focusing just on sample results, the relatively low levels of the average run-up and the run-up index that Del Guercio, Odders-White, and Ready identified in the mid-2000s and early 2010s continued and, in fact, further decreased in the pre-Newman period. Del Guercio, Odders-White, and Ready’s empirical findings would suggest that these low pre-Newman levels of the average run-up and the run-up index were the direct consequence of the enhanced governmental enforcement of insider trading discussed in Part I.B.

The empirical analysis shows that Newman affected the general downward trend in run-ups and caused them to temporarily revert back to historically high levels. Looking just at the first 120 days after Newman, the average run-up using a twenty-day run-up length was 7.35\%, which corresponds to a substantial run-up ratio of almost 43\%.\textsuperscript{219} These values are considerably higher than the comparable values for the pre-Newman period and similar in magnitude to the extremely high levels documented in the 1980s.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{215} Del Guercio et al., The Deterrent Effect, supra note 115, at 272.
\item \textsuperscript{216} See supra Table 3.
\item \textsuperscript{217} For the pre-Newman period, the average deal premium associated with a twenty-day run-up length is 25.46, so the run-up ratio for the pre-Newman period associated with a twenty-day run-up length is 1.70/25.46=6.68\%. See supra Table 3.
\item \textsuperscript{218} Del Guercio, Odders-White, and Ready similarly use SDC Platinum for their merger data, but exclude merger announcements where the target’s share price is less than $1 or the target’s market capitalization is less than $10 million. See Del Guercio et al., Online Appendix, supra note 150, at 22. Del Guercio, Odders-White, and Ready’s event studies also use a market model but with an estimation length of 125 days starting twenty-one days prior to the merger announcement. See id.
\item \textsuperscript{219} For the 120 days after Newman, the average deal premium associated with a twenty-day run-up length is 17.34, so the run-up ratio for the 120 period after Newman associated with a twenty-day run-up length is 7.35/17.34=42.39\%.
\end{itemize}
C. The Optimal Regulation of Insider Trading

The empirical findings also inform academic debates concerning the optimal regulation of insider trading. A number of legal scholars have argued that various policy goals would be better served if Congress were to enact a statute expressly defining and prohibiting insider trading. The leading reason proffered as to why an insider trading statute is needed is the murkiness of insider trading law, which has developed over the years in a piecemeal fashion through judicial decisions that, owing to the very nature of common law jurisprudence, often lack clear or enduring demarcations between what is and what is not unlawful conduct. Judges themselves have pointed to the lack of clarity in the law as the basis for an insider trading statute.

220 A fundamental, though now somewhat subdued, debate is whether insider trading should be regulated at all. See, e.g., Henry G. Manne, Insider Trading and the Stock Market (1966); Carlton & Fischel, supra note 1; Cox, supra note 2, at 629-30; see also Saul Levmore, In Defense of the Regulation of Insider Trading, 11 Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol'y 101 (1988). This Article does not wade into this debate and instead takes as given the regulation of insider trading. For a discussion of the leading arguments for and against regulating insider trading, see Bainbridge, supra note 17, at 175-211.


222 See, e.g., Miriam A. Baer, Insider Trading’s Legality Problem, 127 Yale L.J. 129, 145 (2017) (“There are drawbacks to the type of piecemeal lawmaking typified by the Supreme Court’s insider trading jurisprudence, particularly in regard to criminal law.”); Jill E. Fisch, Start Making Sense: An Analysis and Proposal for Insider Trading Regulation, 26 Ga. L. Rev. 179, 184 (1991) (“The doctrine under which insider trading is regulated is seriously flawed. Many of the flaws can be attributed to the fact that insider trading regulation has been developed on an ad hoc basis”); Coffee, supra note 221 (“Neither Congress nor the S.E.C. has ever defined ‘insider trading’ in a comprehensive way. So our laws are largely made by judges who, bound by precedent, rarely update law to fit new circumstances.”).

The empirical analysis above provides an additional argument in favor of an insider trading statute. The analysis shows that traders modify their behavior in response to judicially created changes to insider trading law and that judicial modifications to insider trading law such as in *Newman* can inadvertently result in significant swings in the amount of insider trading. As courts continuously vary insider trading law, the amount of insider trading will fluctuate in response, without any apparent connection to whether the resulting change in the amount of insider trading is or is not socially desirable relative to the costs, such as enforcement and compliance costs. A determination of the appropriate level of insider trading — which involves a policy assessment that compares the social costs of insider trading with enforcement and compliance costs, as well as the potential social benefits of insider trading that some scholars have identified — is better left to Congress than the courts.

The empirical results also reflect the common-sense principle that enforcement alone may not be an effective means of regulation. The empirical analysis suggests that the effects of enhanced enforcement of insider trading law on lessening the amount of insider trading may be thwarted if courts (or legislatures or agencies) modify the scope of insider trading law in a manner that makes prosecution of insider trading more difficult.

---

224 The Second Circuit further modified the scope of tipper-tippee liability in *United States v. Martoma*, 894 F.3d 64 (2nd Cir. 2018). In that case, which the Second Circuit first issued in 2017 and then substantially amended in 2018, the court addressed *Newman*’s rule that the gift-giving principle applies only if the tipper and tippee had a meaningfully close personal relationship. See id. at 77 (holding that a meaningfully close personal relationship is not necessary if there is evidence of a relationship between the tipper and tippee that suggests a quid pro quo or a tipper’s intent to benefit the tippee).

225 See, e.g., MANNE, supra note 220; Carlton & Fischel, supra note 1.

D. Additional Avenues for Future Research

The analysis and discussion above suggest several other avenues for future research. First, the methodology of using run-ups as a measure of insider trading can be used to empirically evaluate the extent to which other changes in insider trading law affect the amount of insider trading. In addition to more recent changes in insider trading law and any future Supreme Court decision modifying the scope of tippee liability, the methodology can be used to empirically evaluate the effects of the historical pillars of insider trading law, such as the Supreme Court’s Chiarella and Dirks decisions. The empirical analysis can also evaluate insider trading in connection with non-merger events similarly known to generate insider trading, such as earnings announcements.227

Second, the empirical analysis also raises interesting questions about the specific mechanism that caused traders to change their behavior in response to Newman. Research in perceptual deterrence seeks to ascertain the interplay between changes in the perceptions of the law and changes in criminal behavior.228 This research is grounded in the proposition that a change in law will affect behavior only if individuals are aware of the change in law. For example, if the legislature enacts a statute amplifying sanctions for certain unlawful conduct, the statute may have no effect on modifying behavior if individuals are unaware of the statutory change.229

As discussed above, Newman was the subject of significant academic, legal, and popular discussion.230 For instance, numerous law firms issued client alerts immediately after Newman explaining how and the extent to which the case reshaped the scope of tippee liability.231

227 See, e.g., Reeb et al., supra note 116.
229 See Michael Tonry, Learning from the Limitations of Deterrence Research, 37 CRIME 
230 See supra notes 81–83, 89.
work can draw upon the insights of perceptual deterrence research to understand the extent to which changes in traders’ behavior following shifts in insider trading law are driven by traders’ perceptions of the legal change. Future research can also analyze whether and the extent to which traders’ perceptions about the likelihood of liability for insider trading are more salient factors in generating changes in insider trading behavior than traders’ perceptions of the expected legal sanction.

Finally, the empirical results also highlight the importance of additional research seeking to identify the extent of informational exchanges occurring between public companies and traders such as hedge funds and other professional traders. While *Newman* affected only one aspect of insider trading liability — i.e., insider trading liability as it relates to tippee liability — the change in law resulted in a substantial increase in insider trading as measured by merger target run-ups. These results suggest that in the absence of significant legal prohibitions, considerable non-public, material information may directly or indirectly flow from public companies to market traders. Additional research into the nature of this information exchange would allow enforcement resources to better identify and more closely target the most pervasive disclosure of confidential trading information.

**CONCLUSION**

This Article used the change in law caused by the Second Circuit’s decision in *United States v. Newman* to empirically evaluate whether changes in insider trading law affect the amount of insider trading. The Article found that as reflected by run-ups in the stock price of merger targets, *Newman* had a substantial effect on insider trading, with the average target run-up in the analyzed period after *Newman* being more than three times higher than in the period before *Newman*. The Article also found that *Newman*’s amplification of insider trading as measured by target run-ups dampened in the period leading up to and after the Ninth Circuit’s decision in *United States v. Salman*. These and the Article’s other empirical findings provide compelling evidence that changes in insider trading law do generate changes in the amount of insider trading and that those effects can be substantial.